PRESAGES OF MICHEL DE NOSTREDAME

Prophecies by Michel de Nostredame
in the final years 1555 to 1567.



These will be inserted later in the main text.
This is also as a separate document for Bible studies.

Last update: 5-18-16.

.
NOSTRADAMUS: We are finding typos and changes on every page

going over the sentences. More explanations are needed. After a
time, when all explanations are recorded, we can have the final
version for you.

_____________________________
NOSTRADAMUS: These are of the 27 quatrains that were destroyed by the Devil’s
Advocates. The prophecies as seen from that time, they have since changed. Of
the teachings themselves, the Second Advent Teachings, that will be of another
project.
The system of words is eventually forwarded with the progressive
Revelation of the Christ teachings in various time periods such as the 20 th and 21st
in a convergence of cycles. The Shaven Ones look to these cycles to incarnate,
come what may. The system of worlds is furthermore advanced by the Seven
Stages of Consciousness steps as given by Saint Germain , Hierarch of the Golden
Age, that did not come to pass in the 20th century for the numerous failures for a
“stillborn baby”.
TAKEN FROM SEVERAL PRESAGES.
… Only a few would ascend. What can only be said in retrospect from the 1500s
is that there was no turning back of the prophecy which was also foretold in Revelation
11 by Jesus Christ. And had it not been for the internet web technology to come forth,
right away after this time, the prophecy would have caused the Shaven Ones to not find
this same cycle for the 74,000 years. And only a few would have ascended.
The primary difference from the original prophecy and now is that the mantle of the
Mother of the Flame was by Karmic Board decree, by Nada, transferred directly to the
disciples of Christ. The MLP false hierarchy was in place. The finality of ECP & MLP
was instigated for their destruction by this transference of the mantle of the Mother of the
Flame to the Shaven Ones of the Second Advent Teachings.
This is however not a victory as also many went to their second death for following the
false hierarchies, child abuse, being of darthvators, proselytizing—thus where there is
great Light, there is a great great Dark.
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The Second Advent Teachings include the: 4 gospels of the New
Testament, Revelation, Isaiah, Genesis. Ten Commandments. Ten Perfections of
Gautama Buddha. Cosmic Clock 12 lines. 7 Rays. 7 Chakras. Will of God. Codependency. Mastery of karma and reincarnation. Mastery of the carnal mind,
demons. Commanding waters & demons. Kingdom power where Jesus Christ
taught: All power is given to me in heaven and earth. Antahkarana. 7 Stages of
Consciousness. Indifference at losses, etc.
Much to the surprise of these who tarried for the 2,000 years since Jesus
Christ in Palestine, they take divine government positions for knowing the
disciplines and discipleship under Christ and Buddha. They move higher than the
Ascended Ones of prior ages. This was a sacrifice for some, that they would
forego the ascension and wait to learn the Second Advent Teachings to come forth
in the 20th century.
ON THE SECOND COMING OF CHRIST ORGANIZATION.
Thirteen traduced for being the Thirteen,
Lot, second, takes horn of Christ
Telephonic, tarantula1,
Corners Jesus, deathtrap is Christ, Islamic modeling.
Trembling, Typhòn, taint of soul
Trident curse2 gangland killings, no shame.
Polygamy, truism, tied to bring prophet enterprises
Chaotic, karma, killings, open casket of corpse.
Warlike, Athena consortium,3
Tries souls, under Maleus direction
Proselytizing, horror, wounds, death, insane
Truism for lamb4, soul distressed.
Thirteen Tende. Trojan5 ubiquitous polygamy
Yorkshire canary6 Lot and Guinevere
Janus facing, Jesus and Muhammad 7
Thames washes vex not. Scythe to cast.1
1

Tarantula, capable of inflicting a painful bite.
Trident curse, the two tyrants and chosen administrative organization. Reference is made to MLP and
ECP who had been reincarnations of Ikhnaton and Nephertiti, Louis XIV and Marie Antoinette, rulers.
3
Athena consortium, The Karmic Board.
4
Lamb, sacrificial lamb.
5
Trojan, Trojan horse.
6
Yorkshire canary, the bird is named guardsman.
7
Muhammad, Muhammad has gone to the second death. The two witnesses, MLP and ECP go to second
death in Revelation 11.
2
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Feign Christ, counterfeit Christ
Genuinely perverse. Theodora2 nobligè3
Fornication to muster control4
Second Advent Teachings5 Obscene shack death6. Horror unimagined.7

POLITICAL QUATRAINS.

Brennus, Rushmore, Yorkshire canary on birch8
Tyrrehian Sea, Prato and Rimini impounded.
Talent tormented to work an evil, empire
Prelate to assume operative effect by a canceling order.
Childhood distraught amassment shameless…

1

Scythe to cast, the dye is cast from the dilatorius effects of what MLP and ECP do.
Theodora, ECP.
3
Nobligè, ignoble. Also noblesse obligé is literally meaning nobility obliges. Nobility extends beyond
mere entitlements and the person who holds such status does not fulfill social responsibilities particularly in
leadership roles.
4
Fornication to muster control, ECP controlled the men and the community by polygamy.
5
Second Advent Teachings, 1958 to 1998 Church Universal and Triumphant.
6
Obscene shack death, A study group leader was raped by 14 men, and they took her clothing and she died
naked in a cold shack. MLP practiced proseltyzing.
7
Horror unimagined, NOSTRADAMUS: Jesus Christ is found to be in retreat. He can no longer be the
active one to be giving forth the Second Advent Teachings. It was for and by the work of Abraham El
Morya and Saint Joseph, or Saint Germain that these teachings continued on. Jesus was not able to muster
the will to do as that would have been an annihilation.
8
Birch, conservatives, not only such as those with ideals such as the John Birch Society which is meant
here to be a conservative advocacy group supporting anti-communism and limited government. It could be
the libertarian party, the labor party, labor unions, in America and Europe.
2
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Prophecies by Michel
de Nostredame in the
final years 1555 to
1567.

Constellation Columba
Latin name dove.

Insert before: IX–…
1. The soul touched by divine spirit presages,
Trouble, famine, plague, war prophetic visions be executed:
Floods, droughts, land and sea, in what is stained with blood,
Peace. Truce. Prelates to be born. Princes die.
Tyrrhenian Sea, globalization

Tende, A commune in the Alps.

Narbonne

Vilars or French Riviera

Insert before: …
2. The Tyrrhenian Sea,1 the Ocean2 through the care
His trident soldiers in the great Neptune3 expanse: 4
Provence 5 safe because of the hand of the great Tendé,6
More Mars7 at Narbonne,8 counterfeit casino at de Vilars.9
1

Tyrrhenian, globalization. The Tyrrhenian Sea is part of the Mediterranean Sea off the western coast of
Italy.
2
The Ocean, Pacific and Atlantic oceans where trade happens in globalization.
3
Neptune, 164 years. A long cycle of a cultural change.
4
Trident soldiers, Cabal, Third Anti-Christ and his military headquarters nation.
5
Provence, providence. People of Zion.
6
Tendé, heaven and earth community. Both as the people of Zion and those of the Second Advent
Teachings of Jesus Christ. Tende is a commune in the Alpes-Maritimes in southeastern France.
7
Mars, activities.
8
Narbonne, Babylon.
9
Vilars, French Riviera.
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Insert before: …
3. The large brazen one who decrees the hours,1
Upon the death of the Tyrant2 it will cede:
Holy Spirit. Tears, laments and cries. Famine follows this butchery. 3
V.S.C.4 Peace, arms will pass.
Insert before: …
4. Near the Lake Counsel of Geneva5 the distress will be great,
That hegemony agenda cannot fail with the coalition:6
The new King7 has his band prepare,8
The young one dies, famine, fears will cause failure.9
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the Third Anti-Christ.
5. O cruel Mars. How thou art to be feared,10
More is the scythe conjoined with the silver: 11
Fleet, forces, water and wind: the foreshadowing of constant fear,
Wretched. 12 Truce by land and sea.13 The friendship joins L.V.1

1

NOSTRADAMUS: The decrees come from the Church of Christ in the Second Advent Teachings. They
would decree for 8 hours at a time several times a week or longer.
2
Tyrant, there are two witnesses of Revelation 11. This is the witness who is the woman alive living
during the end of the 21st century prophecy period.
3
Famine follows the butchery, 1997. Church Universal and Triumphant.
4
V.S.C., dove of peace. V.S.C. abbreviation for vieux sang coulera: Whose blood will flow and whose
corpses will fall!
Constellation Columba is a small, faint constellation. Its name is Latin for dove.
5
Geneva, Geneva monetary, currency gold standard conferences.
NOSTRADAMUS: The 1922 Geneva conference was the watershed event. The Third Anti-Christ attends
the subsequent monetary set-agenda meetings.
6
Cannot fail, agenda set before meetings for world hegemony.
7
King, Third Anti-Christ.
8
Band prepare, the Third Anti-Christ is a master of necromancy to know the agenda and takes his stance.
9
NOSTRADAMUS: What was his childhood environs dies, the Third Anti-Christ cannot fulfill his world
ambition by staying in the Middle East however. Famine is the absence of the modern city atmosphere.
10
The progression of the Third Anti-Christ. The Mars cycle is short. Mars is his life cycle. He knows he
must move rapidly to learn if he is to become the world conqueror.
NOSTRADAMUS: Violence is short lived. He studied Alexander the Great who was enthroned at age 20.
He is feeling forsaken that the years are passing without result quickly.
Nothing is fated, the risk he faces is. He is fated by Cosmic Law to ultimately fail as the Third AntiChrist. The year for the Third Anti-Christ diminishing is 2030 approximately.
However this one is also Brennus before taking this incarnation as world conqueror. Brennus acting
up to the time of the second death of Maelus then could be judged before his death as the Third Anti-Christ,
on account of the end of the Chief Demon Maelus going to the second death! If that were to take place
then, he would most likely go the way of Brennus not as the Third Anti-Christ. He would under Elohim go
through a makeover operation and go on to finish his years by working on a 12-step program to eradicate
the horrors of his childhood.
11
Scythe, Saturn. Silver, Mercury.
12
Wretched. NOSTRADAMUS: He has the low self-esteem for the lost of his parents in the Egyptian War
and has the mentation of a baby abandoned in a crib in a war hospital.
13
Truce by land and sea, the Third Anti-Christ has an iron will over his emotions and childhood warpings.
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Insert before: …
6. Thou will be injured the more for not having care,2
The weak strong, the uneasy peaceful: 3
They will cry famine: people are oppressed,4
The sea reddens, 5 the Tall One is proud and, unjust.6
Insert before: …
7. The five, six, fifteen, late and early the prophecy will not change,7
The heir not ending:8 cities are repulsive. 9
The herald of peace twenty and three returns,10
Empowered by thrusting of five, 11 news he invents.12
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the Third Anti-Christ. His ongoing representation of Chief Demon Maelus, as
chief executor for him for the 74,000 year cycle ending to be going in the way of Maelus.
8. Far near the urn13 the strident one14 turns he back,
So that fire will provide an obstacle for the greater Mars: 15
Towards the North,16 to the south of great insolent female,17
The Florence store gate18 in thoughts foreboding.19
1

L.V., constellation latitude V. or Andromeda. In the Greek myth, Andromeda was chained to a rock to be
eaten by the sea monster Cetus.
2
NOSTRADAMUS: Pertaining to the condition of mental health from a broken childhood with both
parents murdered by his covetous caretaker, the evil Imam.
3
NOSTRADAMUS: His raison d’etre is from the twisted and bane childhood, which is a mixture of hatred
and revenge for his parent’s murder that he considers a racial hatred and not a murder by his evil uncle
Imam being psychic who imposes machinations upon him to cause the hatred and revenge, and the sense of
injustice. His parents’ murder is never revealed to him. And he is to generate a great hatred that is to
advance in him the hatred of an antichrist.
His uncle had prophetic powers and is a madman to create what is monstrosity in the stolen child.
4
People are oppressed, the prediction that the arena of his mission is feeding world hunger.
5
The sea reddens, whereas alternatively adhering to True North Principles is not in his visaging as the
trend of civilization.
6
Tall One, evil people.
7
Five, six, fifteen, these are numbers of people that the Third Anti-Christ learns through as a planner.
8
The heir not ending, having a dispensation without a loss of strength from the Chief Demon Maelus.
9
Repulsive, the conflicts do not end, i.e. the God versus Devil debate for Chief Demon Maelus’ actions on
earth.
10
Herald of peace twenty and three returns, the time will be 23 cycles. See #10. The Third Anti-Christ’s
application of astute assessments of the common man’s shortcomings and are a bona-fide reality.
11
Five, Mars. NOSTRADAMUS: Mars is his cycle time-wormed.
12
Creating conflict habitually.
13
Urn, Aquarius. The extreme polarization for the Third Anti-Christ’s astrology chart of severally planets
in Aquarius.
14
Strident one, by Saturn limitations.
15
Greater Mars, Mars in exaltation astrologically.
16
Towards the North, Communism, i.e. Russia.
17
Great insolent female, how the Third Anti-Christ views the West.
18
Florence the gate, maritime trade.
19
In thoughts foreboding, pace of technology and a mockery-peace globalization trade progressing rapidly.
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Insert before: …
Pertaining to the Third Anti-Christ. His penetration in thinking and the acumen of his
understanding time cycles. Also his ongoing representation of Chief Demon Maelus.
9. Eight, fifteen and five what disloyalty. 1
The wicked Hierarch2 will come to be allowed:3
Fire from the sky and lightning. Fear, papal terror.4
The West immobilized, too much pressing the wine salty. 5
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the Third Anti-Christ.
10. Six, twelve, thirteen, twenty6 to speak to the Lady,7
The older one8 will be corrupted by woman:9
Dijon, Guienne10 hail, 11 lightning cuts, 12
The insatiable one will not become satiated except by blood
and wine.13

Media Centers
Los Angeles and New York

Insert before: …
Pertaining to the Third Anti-Christ’s trending of his downfall.
11. The sky14 causes him to weep for having made him,
The sea is being prepared, Annibal15 performs exposés:1
1

The Third Anti-Christ begrudgingly learns from the behavior of natural cycles. His loyal support is from
Chief Demon Maelus who promises him worldly acclaim and power, however he would rather have the
instant gratification of great world power.
2
Wicked Hierarch, Chief Demon Maelus.
3
Will come to be allowed. NOSTRADAMUS: He is one who is not able to cope socially from his
childhood when he is taught by the evil Imam to have an incendiary hatred of all people. It is only much
later in his forties that he befriends a German who is more of the newer generations who treats him with
honor as an equilateral. In the outpicturing of Ogmios, this German was killed by Elohim in Germany.
In this Quatrain, he however is seen allowing the contrary ones into his circle such as in Dubai where
they see him as an idiot. Whereas he has superior intelligence from Maelus, the Chief Demon.
4
Papal terror and lightning, is that what causes a fright of the work of the Catholic Church through Pope
John Paul II in Gdansk, Poland is so as from Third Anti-Christ’s poor childhood, it would be for his having
been Brennus.
5
The West trembles, too much pressing the wine salty, Chief Demon Maelus shows the Third Anti-Christ
the West’s incongruities. He takes a cautionary approach before the wine comes to achievement.
6
Six, twelve, thirteen, twenty, natural cycles.
7
Speaks to the Lady, those of the West.
8
The older one, his speaking to Bill Clinton psychically.
9
To the Lady, are of the West.
10
Dijon, Guienne, the relative cities matched to New York and Los Angeles as the TV news media.
11
Dijon, Guienne hail, the Third Anti-Christ’s edginess, as the mass communication is what he must target.
12
NOSTRADAMUS: His edginess in world takeover causes a cutting up the map of the world on what is
constant abnormality of inclement weather as he sees it.
13
Wine, his many brilliant executions of strategy.
NOSTRADAMUS: His astrology causes him to be a technology-expert who finds satisfaction in
executing success or technology.
14
Sky, his astrology.
15
Annibal, six ships of the French Navy. Or secret intelligence, as Hannibal is one of the greatest military
commanders in history in the Mediterranean around 200 B.C.
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Denis 2 no classify, cannot be kept silent,3
He has not known the secret,4 and at which, you might even be amused.
Insert before: …
Note the order of the lines have changed. NOSTRADAMUS: The lines were reordered for
the English translation for the English speaking world. The French makes better sense in
the order as before.
Pertaining to the globalization.
12. Pensive ones confined,5 those in opposition worrying: 6
Venus and Neptune. 7 The enterprise will ensue,
The fourth noise8 wounded those reposing by night.
Fleet in the Adriatic, 9 cities pointing towards the Thames.10
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the Cabal trusts the Third Anti-Christ as one of their leaders.
Pertaining to religion is faltering.
13. The great one of the sky11 under the cloak12 will give
Aid. Adriatic13 makes an offer to the porte:14
Whom saves himself from these dangers, he might
By night the great one15 can wound, yet the chest he chases. 16
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the same as #13-14.
14. The porte cries out too fraudulent and false,17
1

Performs exposés, Chief Demon Maelus has mastery of the water element, encompassing emotions.
NOSTRADAMUS: The Third Anti-Christ has this as his raison d’etre, to control his emotions as he has
them as bane for his depraved childhood. He finds this is what he desires to do with his life. He becomes
ruthless as something psychotic that he does as a perverted sign of happiness.
2
Denis the representative of one over a crop. Denis, the natural disasters of floods, or fruits not apparent.
Instead any mass exterminations, genocides made apparent.
3 Cannot keep silent. NOSTRADAMUS: The truth must come forth on the Third Anti-Christ.
4
Secret. NOSTRADAMUS: He has not known the reason for his failures.
5
Confined. NOSTRADAMUS: He is confined for not knowing with the media not reporting news.
6
The Third Anti-Christ. His conception of world takeover is of military conquest.
7
Venus and Neptune. Venus, accumulation of money. Neptune, long cycle of culture.
8
Fourth noise, Fourth Ray. The first three Rays of Power, Wisdom and Love, or Faith Hope and Charity
are not one in the using up necessarily of resources.
9
Fleet in the Adriatic, corportacracy. NOSTRADAMUS: This is a general idea. It can mean the
lobbyists on K Street, also those who take campaign contributions in Congress and for the Supreme Court
nominations.
10
Thames, The pointing is towards business accomplishment.
11
Great one, saints or personages in heaven.
12
Cloak, Christian Church.
13
Adriatic, corportacracy, also lobbyists on K Street, also those who take campaign contributions in
Congress and for the Supreme Court nominations.
14
Porte, the Cabal trusts the Third Anti-Christ as one of their leaders.
15
Great one, Christed ones on earth.
16
Yet the chest he chases, in general, money in graft of the Americans, although prayers are going forth
from Christed Ones for the saving of the nation.
17
Porte, Cabal or corporations. Globalization woes.
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The mouth open.1 Stationary peace:2
Rhône3 in ice, water, snow, ice stained,
The death, death, wind, through rain burden is broken. 4
Insert before: …
15. The unworthy one5 embellished6 will fear the great
furnace,7
The elected one first,8 not returning some of the
captives:9
Great bottom for the world, the angry hatred not at
ease,10
Barb.11 Danube,12 Malta. And the Empty One does not
return. 13

Barbary Coast: Globalization Trade
and World Takeover Power

Insert before: …
Pertaining to Ogmios forces. A general idea.
16. A sky conjoining seen that he be taken—dispatch patent,
Abandoned, then taken, the resurgence uncertain:
Little raining, 14 of an entry to begin again: the sky the earth dries,
In verity, he dies. The option taken, it arrived at a bad hour.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the Third Anti-Christ. Barbary Coast signifying the
center of world power.
17. Naval victor of Hoek-van-Holland,15 at Antwerp divorce,16
Great heir, fire from the sky, trembling, Haut Brule:1

Antwerp Belgium
Where he lives

1

The mouth open, in exacerbation at inanities.
Stationary peace, status quo.
3
Rhône, globalization trade, maritime trade.
4
NOSTRADAMUS: The using up of the natural resources. Where there is the cutting down of rain forests
causing severe drought.
5
Unworthy one, the Shaven One is not seen with glamour to the players in globalization.
6
Embellished, one given the Second Advent Teachings of Jesus Christ.
7
The great furnace, the divine Judgment of Souls time period, the Karmic Board Trial.
Furnace, the guilt and shame with finding errors in their work as a furnace.
NOSTRADAMUS: The common citizen in the Western world living as a cog in the wheel in constant fear
of losing his job.
8
First, more prominent than the unworthy one.
9
Captives, voters in voting system to get elected.
10
Not at ease, it is one that lasts many decades fixated and obsessed with globalization.
11
Barb, Malta. Barbary Coast, North Africa. Globalization trading.
12
Danube, of Hitler, so Third Anti-Christ. French word gives Ister is Latin Hister, or Danube. Hitler was
the Second Anti-Christ.
13
Does not return. NOSTRADAMUS: The Western government is seen as hallowed out. The
deficiencies of democracy cannot return the nation to normalcy.
14
Raining, weeping of the Mother Nature forces or the Holy Spirit.
15
Hoek-van-Holland, not the city but the maritime gangster family in the Netherlands from the 1500s.
16
Antwerp divorce, The Third Anti-Christ separates from Imam. As seen from the 1500s, he lives at
Antwerp, Belgium.
2
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Sardinia woods,2 Malta, Palermo, Corsica,3
Prelate4 to die, strikes the one on the mule. 5
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the modern family that has not tethering.
18. The wandering herald turns from the dog6 to the Löin, 7
Fire will burn a town, pillage, new capture:
To discover foists, Princes captured, they return,
Spy captive Gaul8 the maiden9 joined to the Great One. 10
Insert before: …
Pertaining to a nation’s defeat by surrendering on weakness
Battle of San Quentin
of the leadership. It is a timeless prophecy to describe the
Islamic warring to be taking people and lands in fanatical
hatred, hemp and irreligiosity using religion as its raison
d’etre.
Pertaining to the catastrophic French defeat between France
allied with England in a battle with Spain at SaintQuentin (1557).
19. Banished from great arena,11 a battle, 12 wounding,
Elected to be the mastermind, he surrendered, was
accused. Anathema, cunning stratagems: 13
And fire for a Pyrenees City, 14 waters, venoms are pressed,
Thus not to sail for the horror, not to vex the Latin’s.
1

Tall Woods. Tall trees put together such as the Geneva Conference of 1922 of industrialized nations that
hold meetings of consensus on hegemony or country takeover in economics, energy, resources.
2
Sardinia woods, danger lurking in the woods.
3
Malta, Palermo, Corsica, Barbary Coast. Symbolically the center of power, of world takeover.
4
Prelate. Chief Demon Maelus has traditionally been considered necessary to be one to deliver a needed
evil or people become lazy. The argument is that mold and rot is needed to break down trees and there is a
always a use for evil.
NOSTRADAMUS: Throughout the history since the Fall of Man, the prelate has been the Serpent in the
Garden. Here the reference is to the role that the Chief Demon plays and his surrogate, the Third AntiChrist.
5
NOSTRADAMUS: His end comes by the Judgment of Souls Trial. The one on the mule is the one who
rides into the City of Jerusalem, Jesus Christ.
6
Dog, 21st century wife.
7
Löin, advertising’s and TV’s image of the family.
8
Gaul, free world.
9
Maiden, citizen.
10
Joined to the Great One, the liberated female becoming the Christed One.
11
The great arena, political alliances of nations working together in battles. Spain allied defeated Philip II,
of England allied with France. After a traumatic defeat, the sight of the battlefield gave Philip a permanent
distaste for war"; he furthermore declined to pursue his advantages.
12
Battle, fighting a losing battle.
13
NOSTRADAMUS: What was done was irreligious. A church was burned down and this was anathema.
The battle was dedicated to evil-doing. It was of a jihad masterminding, wherein all signs of conscientious
propriety are to be ignored and to push forward in battle at a fanatical wager using religion as its raison
d’etre.
14
Pyrénées City, a city in Barbary Coast, North Africa.
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Insert before: …
Pertaining to the catastrophic French defeat using allied forces at
Saint-Quentin (1557).
Pertaining to the facelessness of industrial/technology society.
Pertaining to the facelessness of a modern city such as New
York, Chicago, Washington D.C. where organized crime can
prevail without opposition absent the dominancy of Christ
Church.
Pertaining to the rule of Charles V.
20. Sea, land to seize, no faith. Loyalty broken,
Plunder, wreck, tumult in the city:1
Proud, cruel act, ambition satiated,
Weak one injured, the author2 of the deed uncivilized.

Charles V’s reign.

Insert before: …
Pertaining to the Third Anti-Christ with Dubai.
21. Freezing, great flood,3 expelled from the realm,
Idiot,4 discord, Great Bear and Little Bear,5 facing East:
Poison, siege laid, driven out of the city,6
In returning to City, coming soon party in ruins.
Insert before: …
22. A severe7 effort will be made by the white feather.8
Sea closed,9 city surrendered, world opened,
The great one to fail, newly elected great mist:10
Florence hook, 11 army12 to enter, faith broken.
Insert before: …
1

City, battle of Mohács in August 1526, i.e. disruption of a city’s purpose.
Author, any author.
3
Great flood, the Third Anti-Christ’s competition in seeking glorification. After 2003 Sheikh Al-Maktoum
built Dubai with oil money. These include Dubai Internet City with ownership & tax related benefits,
Dubai Media City a tax-free zone to increase Dubai’s presence in the worldwide media and Dubai
Maritime City, the world’s tallest hotel, Burj Al Arab, the Palm Islands and The World Islands, a massive
archipelago of 300 islands, Burj Khalifa, and ski resort.
4
Idiot, the Third Anti-Christ is perceived in Dubai as an idiot.
5
Great Bear and Little Bear, constellation of Great Bear and Little Bear.
6
City, Dubai where he had a gathering there.
7
Severe, calculated ignominy.
8
White feather, White Brotherhood of Ascended Ones.
NOSTRADAMUS: What is an religious effort is the decree services in a horse barn. This is of the
organization of the Jesus Christ Second Advent Teachings Church. The Shaven Ones are those of longstanding in Christ teachings, the Levels 5, 6, 7, reincarnated to serve in Christ Church. They meet in
worship services in food barns and hay barns.
9
Sea closed, world becomes smaller.
10
Newly elected great mist, a great leader cannot rise to the top in the 20th century on.
11
Florence, coat hook, maritime trade.
12
Army, instead of wars fought, secret police are used as force.
2
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Pertaining to the aftermath of World War II.
23. Guardianship of Vesta,1 war2 dies, transfers, 3
Naval combat, honor, death, prelacy:4
Entry death, France greatly augmented,5
Elected one6 passed, come to a bad end. 7
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the French recapture of Calais (1558), last British possession in France.
24. The younger King8 makes a mournful wedding song,
Holy one stirred up feasts, games, drowsy Mars.
At nighttime tears they cry, they lead the Lady outside,9
At the arresting of façade of peace, subsequent broken on all sides.
Insert before: …
25. Vain rumor within hierarchy, 10
Gennes11 to rebel:12 flights, offenses, tumults:13
The monarchy14 will be for the greater King, 15
1

Vesta, the judgment of Vesta upon the earth, such as sunspot actions upon earth for judgment upon earth
inhabitants.
2
War, World War II.
3
Transfers, Yalta conference.
4
Prelacy: A judgment by Cosmic Council for the horrible handling of World War II in its aftermath such
as the giving over the Eastern European nations to Communist Russia.
5
Entry death, France greatly augmented. NOSTRADAMUS: The West becomes exuberant after World
War II, but it is a victory without honor for having enslaved Eastern Europe.
6
Elected one, Joseph Stalin died in 1953 of a massive heart attack as his judgment.
7
A bad end. Stalin being a mass murderer to have seen to the deaths of between 8 million and 10 million.
8
King, Philip II of Spain. Reference is to both Philip II of Spain and his wife, Mary I of England.
9
Lady, freedom. NOSTRADAMUS: Zion as a nation to be flourishing, requires that the basis of its
government, its laws and in its operations, and that the power of its love is as its religion. The use of raw
materials whether abundant or scarce is kept in mind for the continuation of earth as a living entity with
needs of earth to sustain itself. The supply that the earth can provide is not through a violation of human,
laws of nature or of cosmic laws whether these be obtaining water, minerals oil or land and crops for life.
The love is a balance of love, wisdom and power as this is the basis of a freedom engendered people to coexist on earth as a people and a nation to be given ongoing opportunity for life. Without these conditions,
abundance in both materialism and technology breakthroughs are not given forth from the Karmic Board to
Zion as a people.
10
Hierarchy, the Cabal.
Hierarchy-rulership of a democracy, lack of leadership, a compromise system of non-substantive future
planning.
11
Gennes, the Geneva Summit of 1985 was a Cold War-era meeting in Geneva, Switzerland. It was held
on November 19 and 20, 1985, between U.S. President Ronald Reagan and Soviet General Secretary
Mikhail Gorbachev. The two leaders met for the first time to hold talks on international diplomatic
relations and the arms race.
Gennes, seat(s) of government.
12
To rebel, first time summit on the arms race.
13
Flights, offenses, tumults, pertaining to Mikhail Gorbachev in his reaching out for understanding with the
West.
14
Monarchy, self-determination, personal growth. A self-unearthing and transference toward selfcorrection, such as the 12-step program.
15
King, Christ.
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Election,1 conflict, coverings, buried over.2
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the era in the U.S. after World War II. A vociferous debate but little done for
society absent a renouncing of the U.S. Constitution.
26. Through discord in an absence to fail, 3
One suddenly will put Christ back on top:4
Towards the North5 the noises will be very loud, 6
Injuries, points across, going over obstacles.
Insert before: …
27. On the Tyrrhenian Sea7 of different sail. 8
On the ocean there will be diverse assaults:9
Plague, poison, blood in the house of cloth,10
Leaders, legates11 arraigned to march high seas.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the Catholic Church beginning the 20th century.
28. There where the faith was, it will be broken,
The enemies will feed upon the enmities:
The sky to rain fire, it will burn, interruption,
Enterprise by night. Chiefs will make quarrels.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to globalization.
29. War, thunder, genocide practiced in many fields,
Terror and noise, assault on the frontier:
The Great Great One,12 fallen, pardon13 for the Exiles,14
1

Election of choices.
Conflict, coverings, buried over. A time of self-help, self-improvement seen among the generations
begun after by the World War II babies.
3
An absence to fail, American naiveté.
4
One suddenly will put Christ back on top, Mikhail Gorbachev. NOSTRADAMUS: America is back on
purpose as Christ nation for détente.
5
Towards the North, Russia as seen by Nostredame in France. North, True North Principle(s).
6
Noises, angst of conscience. Morality opposed to amorality, moral risk becomes a breach for its lack
thereof.
7
Tyrrhenian Sea, in the Mediterranean. Maritime trade or globalization in speaking of the Barbary Coast
and on world hegemony power.
8
Of different sail, the reason for globalization is détente, it is for hegemony.
9
On the oceans, is the manipulation of currencies and technology transfer laws.
10
House of cloth, intrigue. In globalization, there will be the use of armed gunman to enact extortion,
bribery, treachery.
11
Legates, those constantly making into legal contracts.
12
Great Great One, the ideals of a free society. Those living by respect and order.
13
Pardon for the exiles, giving free reign to criminals.
14
Exiles, individuals going to live in Dubai are pioneers believing in Dubai as their new land, pirating from
the West what the West can offer if globalization would continue on. They are there as early settlers in this
trending of globalization by leaving of their nation, and establishing themselves in Dubai as a heathen
2
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By Nazism, Americans transfer by sea the Barbarian banner.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the bewilderment of those who have the ideals of freedom.
30. The noise will be vacuous,1 the faltering ones bewildered,
The Shaven Ones2 swindled: the Pempotan3 yet elected:
The two Red Ones4 and four true crusaders to fail, 5
Not impeachable for the powerful Monarch, 6 troubling raining.7
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the Orkney Islands stones.
31. Rain, wind, barbarian fleet, Danube,8 Tyrrhenian Sea,
To pass the holocaust, grain, soldiers supplied: 9
Retreats, well execution, of Florence. 10 Siena crossings, 11
The two will be dead, 12 friendships enjoined.13

Orkney Island Stones

Insert before: …
Pertaining to the signs of decadence beginning from the 1960s
from killabortion and marijuana-deathdrug. Also references the vacuity for the
commerciality of 20th century Western world for avowed atheism as fad.
NOSTRADAMUS: The heathen cult and culture is satanic in that the Chief Demon
Maelus along with his protégé, the Third Anti-Christ knows how incredibly easy it is for

nation and avoiding their nation’s tax code ramifications while they be conducting business in globalization
trading. They do not have further insight past this life as individuals however. They are as exiles. It is in
the sense that they are given free reign as society’s criminals to avoid taxes. They are not ones who face
justice of the Atom. Nor do they expect to have prison terms for white collar crimes if they have the
Presidents of the United States Clinton and Obama to have the CIA assigned to protecting their comings
and goings and murders. They can have justices under their command to be soft on any found criminality,
tax code would only be one aspect. White collar crime has become obsolete from these exiles at large.
1
Noise will be vacuous. protests whether on women’s voting, Vietnam War, Occupy Wall Street.
2
Shaven Ones, Christians in the U.S.
3
Pempotan, Potomac River, Washington D.C.
4
Red Ones, Nikita Khrushchev (1894-1971 and Vladimir Putin (1952—)
5
The red ones or crusaders come and go.
6
Monarch, the mentation in Zion of English speaking ones, America, England, Australia, for selfdevelopment and self-help.
7
NOSTRADAMUS: The 21st century man is notable for being not able to overcome his insignificance in
making changes politically, his not being able to outpicture True North Principle.
8
Danube, Third Anti-Christ. French Ister. Latin Hister, “of Hitler.” Hitler was the Second Anti-Christ.
9
NOSTRADAMUS: For the globalization to transpire, it must pass through the designs of the Third AntiChrist who is seen here building for world takeover as part of the end of the Mayan Calendar cycle to be
executing doings of Chief Demon Maleus.
10
Execution of Florence, globalization trading.
11
Siena, a crossroads town in Tuscany. NOSTRADAMUS: It means Dubai where corportacracy would
converge globally.
12
The two will be dead, the two are of the comaraderie of patriots.
13
NOSTRADAMUS: Whoever are the patriots it matters not, they are not able to affect change. This
Maelus and the Third Anti-Christ friendship continues on.
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taking over the world in world takeover when the people have no morals. When they live
for commerciality and not for True North Principle as purpose.1
The change is what is termed the SPP (Suern Persecution Priests) Rebellion. On
Suern, over 92,000 years ago, situated on a continent where present India is, the people
did not need to cultivate the land for food. From the tending of the altar in purity, they
were able to precipitate food, along with the supporting light of the ruler or the Rai. In
the golden age, people lived as vestal virgins with regular liturgy as their primary work.
They however did not have the Christ teachings.
Those SPP who incarnated into this 21st century Christian culture failed unless
they could adhere to strict Christianity. Otherwise, they took up Satanism & witchcraft
and necromancy or the garnering of power through the abuse of the procreation fire. The
primary religion was one of the abuse of power on the Love Ray in that their morality
was set upon choices made from their likes and dislikes and not upon True North
Principle based on the suffering and pain replica of Jesus Christ. They not only refused
suffering and pain, they would spurn the opportunity to learn from pain. They would
seek the marijuana-deathdrug and killabortion instead in their resolution of the lessons of
life. The original SPP culture eventually died off under this atheistic bent. The selfdestruction, the satiating of one’s one self-importance became their detonation as one
cannot live solely within oneself. They withdrew from society, they would be SPP turned
into “dropouts.”
On Suern, almost 99,000 years ago, the SPP rebelled against the Rai in having to
discipline their diets, cohabitation rules and this enangered them to rebel. They stopped
tending to the altar and was in a rebellious preachment until finally they were required to
farm husbandry and growing food.
This further enangered them to make their rebelliousness to expand. However,
for the sequence of events leading up to their rebellion, mercy was extended. The
dropouts were allowed to have a single final incarnation in the 21st century.
This however turned into a rout, as what the reincarnated Suernis or the dropouts
did was to bring a heinous culture called “rock-n-roll, sex and drugs” that would cause
the second death of many. It furthermore caused a cessation of going into the Golden
Age. What was a Christ culture ready for the Golden Age, was one that could not, was
not capable of any longer, going into the Golden Age for the dropouts.
An Atom cannot support dropouts whether they are of the sort of the SPP culture
or not. To have a placement in the Atom, it requires participation in having the verve for
Light and love. And just as Europe for its atheism and agnosticism will be wiped away,
those who preach the rock-n-roll, sex, drugs preachment cannot pass the Judgment of
Souls Trial nor go into the next 74,000 cycle. In this quatrain, the ability to remove the
downward spiraling of the Light in the body temple will determine whether a person
raised in this rock-n-roll, sex, drugs culture would go to the second death or even for the
next 74,000 year cycle, or not begin to disintegrate rapidly.
The cycles of the Mayan Calendar bring a judgment of substantial import. There
is a demarcation point in which as if full speed ahead, each person on earth is judged
When that judgment call occurs, there is a rapid deterioration or acceleration on account
1

There is the ubiquitous banality of evil. These are absent the Martin Luther debate of “What is God?” and
“What is the Devil?” What is evil, they do not recognize. Someone can be killing them and they do not cry
for help but try to find fault with their own behavior.
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of this time cycle ending. Notwithstanding, those who practice necromancy, pedophilia,
proselytizing are judged directly. What had been in place as a movement is judged. The
call is this demarcation point in time to go into one way or another. And it is as Jesus
Christ taught, that it is one of an eternal damnation or of eternal life.
32. Venus beautiful will enter Florence trading,1
Opaquing, the cheats2 secretly leave the place:3
Many widows,4 make a spectacle, death of the Great One,5
To remove from the realm, the Great Great One6 does not threaten.
Insert before: …
33. Games, feasts,7 nuptials, 8 prelate of renown dead, 9
Noise, peace of truce while the enemy undermines:
Noise on sea, land and sky, deed by the great Brennus, 10
Cries of gold, silver, enemy11 ruins.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to centuries of religious spread.
34. Fear, knell, great pillage, to sail the sea, realm to grow,
Sects, holy ones more polite beyond the sea:
Plague, warmth, fire, banner of the King of Aquilon,12
1

Venus, Florence. Venus, money. Florence trading, globalization trading.
NOSTRADAMUS: These are pioneers into Dubai to be as early settlers in the globalization trending by
leaving their nation, establishing themselves in Dubai and avoiding their nation’s tax code ramifications
while conducing doing business in globalization trading. These are exiles in the sense that they are given
free reign as society’s criminals, who do not face true sentencing from justices of prison terms for crimes.
Justices are soft on such criminals.
3
NOSTRADAMUS: They leave major metropolitan cities for the new city Dubai.
4
Widows. The heathen culture in Dubai where this globalization culture is meant to flourish is part of the
proselytizing cult of Maelus and Third Anti-Christ with fornication, no marriages, where children and
family are not desired. NOSTRADAMUS: Women are treated horribly.
5
Make a spectacle, death of the Great One, the Dubai concept is such that they make a spectacle of the
West dying.
6
Great Great One, the ideals of a free society. Those living by respect and order.
These pioneers in Dubai are exiles in the sense that they are given free reign as society’s criminals,
who do not face true sentencing from justices of prison terms for crimes. Justices are soft on such
criminals.
7
Games, feasts, Olympic games, that is stated as the cause of country comaraderie.
8
Nuptials, several weddings taking place. Pertains to Maelus, Imam, Third Anti-Christ, Cabal, certain
corportacracy.
9
Prelate of renown, Brennus. The former embodiedment of the Third Anti-Christ.
10
Brennus, (3rd century BC) a military leader of the Gauls who took Macedon and central Greece and
defeated the Greeks at Thermopylae. He conquered Rome in 390 B.C. The fall of the Roman Empire. The
reincarnation of the Third Anti-Christ.
NOSTRADAMUS: This is the prior embodiedment of the Third Anti-Christ. At that time, what he did
was to level the Roman empire which had become an Evil Empire in their castigating of the JudeoChristians. It however is not to connote him with a good karma as his motive for being a world conqueror
was not as a Level 7 in Christianity but one of a Level 4. You must not have sympathy for him for his
childhood manipulations.
11
Enemy, the mastermind alliance in the 21st century of the Third Anti-Christ or the reimbodiedment of
Brennus, the world conqueror.
12
Aquilon, True North. Their religious faith under persecution.
2
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To prepare a trophy, city of “Henripolis.”1
Insert before: …
Pertaining to a general idea.
On Dwight Eisenhower, President of the United States.
35. Gone to chariot,2 crystal,3 the Great One not operating for rain,
Tumult advanced, abundance of sundry goods:
Shaven ones, holy ones, new ones, old ones—appalling,4
Ingrate5 elected, appeasement in alliance. 6 Death,7 lament.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the President Nixon Era. President Gerald Ford.
36. Grain spoiled, air pollution, locusts,8
Suddenly he will fall, 9 new pasturage10 to arise:
Captives put in irons, 11 Christed ones, pure, traumatized,
Through his bones evil to the King he did not wish to be.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the Third Anti-Christ & Cabal, highlighting how he was Brennus and as
world conquerors go, they kill off any opposition.
NOSTRADAMUS: He does not have the same ability as before, as Brennus, to work
along with others and being its commander as Third Anti-Christ as world conqueror from
his sordid childhood with the evil uncle Imam.
37. In the woods forms a quarrel, elected ravished:
New league to be born , seventy12 pairs,
From there their death, King appeases news.13
Seized in the temple, through sects long intrigue,
1

Polis is Greek for city.
NOSTRADAMUS: The cities and streets are named are often named after the conquerors without
ascertaining unfairness. They have Christed Ones to appease the rulers who sent them.
2
Chariot, Eisenhower was a military general.
3
Crystal, the White House surroundings.
4
Appalling. Eisenhower was appalled at the corruption.
5
Ingrate, Nixon.
6
Appeasement in alliance, Richard Nixon’s trip to China, though knowing they be tyrants, and he would
appease them.
7
Death, the beginning of the death of the United States.
8
Locusts, the proliferation of plastics. Additives in food. Fertilizers used in the soil producing spoiled
food.
9
Fall, resignation of Nixon.
10
Pasturage, inauguration of Ford who became President at the resignation of Nixon.
11
Captives put in irons, the result of a poor diet attracts the demons for weak and low energy bodies.
Nostredame says that this brings about degenerative diseases, heart disease and back pain.
12
Seventy. See Q II-37. Only 70 survive to work with the Third Anti-Christ as seen from the 1500’s. The
rest die in “plague and famine.”
NOSTRADAMUS: He has less ability to work along with others in this life as world conqueror than as
Brennus.
13
King appeases news. Variation: that these deeds are of the Third Anti-Christ, are by Brennus. He desires
you to know him as a world conqueror.
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Insert before: …
This Quatrain did not happen. Pertaining to the conquest of Iran.
Pertaining to the Third Anti-Christ.
38. King1 hailed as Conqueror and savior,
Faith broken, the royal deed known:
Mathien blood, 2 King made superman,
Of a justice, becomes a humbling through tears.3
Pertaining to the Cabal & Third Anti-Christ crossing points.
Pertaining to the same as # 38, prophecy did not happen.
39. Through spite nuptials, wedding song,
For the three parts Red Ones, shaven ones4 parted:
For the young black one5 his raison d’etre is restored by fire, 6
Converted to the great Neptune Ogmios. 7
Insert before: …
Pertaining to Suleiman (1520-1566).8
40. Mortal sequence in death of the house seven,
Hail, tempest, pestilent, evil furies:
He will subjugate his former conquerors.
King9 of the East all of the West in flight,
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the death of King Henry II in a tournament (July 10, 1559).
Pertaining to the title of the President of the U.S. looked down upon by foreign nations.
41. Plunderers pillaged heat, great drought,
Through too much of not being. Event unseen, unheard of:
For the foreigner the too great affection for his title
Dazzlement, country of new King. Ennüi.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to generally to the teachings of Christ found.
1

King, Third Anti-Christ.
Mathien blood, or epileptic.
3
Of a justice, becomes a humbling through tears, hardships that followed after being conquered. Iranian
people are humbled for past tyranny practiced against own people. In 2009 into 2010, Iranian presidential
election with violence and imprisonment practiced. 4,000 arrested, torturing in prisons. Deaths over 200.
4
Red ones, Cabal, Third Anti-Christ and favored nation of his.
5
Young black one. NOSTRADAMUS: The Third Anti-Christ as a young man.
6
Fire, fire of purpose.
7
Ogmios, NOSTRADAMUS: Neptune’s cycle is for 164 years. The Neptune conversion is what takes
place such that his taking of Iran would set up its opposing force. Ogmios is pertaining to the antidote and
restoration to the Third Anti-Christ. He is a practical and sensible man. Ogmios is the archetype activist.
8
Suleiman I, the “Magnificent” in the West and “Kanuni” in the East, was the longest-reigning Great
Sultan of the Ottoman Empire.
9
King, Emperor Suleiman was in the desultory war with Ferdinand in Hungary, 1551-62. No big victories
or big defeats for either.
2
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42. The Urn1 found, the City2 tributary,3
Fields divided, new deceit:
United States wounded, famine, plague, military,
Mockery4 obstinate, confused, evil, reverie.5
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the 22 million castrated in America.
43. Virgins and widows, your good time approaches,
It will not at all be that which they pretend:
Far necessary it be that the approach be new,6
The very realism ones see, sanity restored, it holds worse.7
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the same as #43-46.
Pertaining to the American matron of the home who thinks on
genocides outside of the political status quo
44. Here within, it will be completed,8
Outside the Bourbon9 the three great ones10 will not be arrayed:11
Against them one of them will conspire,
At the end by the month12 they will see the need.

House of Capet. Bourbon.

Insert before: …
Pertaining to the same as #43-46.
Pertaining to the castration of 22 million, the genocides practiced
against the U.S. that cannot be forgiven, not forgotten, as
holocaust to utterly wipe away the Americans.
1

Urn, one meaning are the dead sea scrolls.
City, the New City for the Zion people. From Jesus, in Revelation, it was referred to as the herald of New
Jerusalem.
3
City tributary, the Christ teachings to go out.
4
Mockery. NOSTRADAMUS: The Americans do not stand for their freedom of religious faith. They
themselves do not consider themselves the Chosen of God to carry the Christ teachings and the Christ is
Savior message, the message that Christ is Savior for its or his life and teachings.
[i.e. overrun by atheists, agnostics. These lose a Christ dispensation and to have the subsequent loss of the
nations wealth for unbelief and a loss of faith. They look away from the irreligious stance. They are
mumbling behind another when someone such as a marijuana-deathdrug smoker graffities and goes about
cleaning up after them. They say nothing to the belligerent and asinine, about loud mouthing obscenities in
social settings.]
5
Reverie, the American religion at stake. People unable to change the country, they seek to leave.
6
That the approach be new. NOSTRADAMUS: For it to be new, it is that you find some hope in such a
horror of the genocide.
7
Hold worse, live as veterans of war, having been sacrificed by the White House as the convenient to
transfer power to the world tyrants to solve America’s social ills.
8
Here within, it will be completed, finding purpose.
9
Outside the Bourbon. Bourbon represents the cause of freedom. The House of Capet. It is among the
largest and oldest European royal houses governing France.
10
Three great ones, Foursquare Gospel Church, Alcoholics Anonymous, Christian Science.
11
Will not be arrayed, the three Churches are not able to meet the challenges, of the genocides in particular.
12
Month, menstrual period.
2
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45. Talks held, nuptials begun again,
The great Great female1 will go out of France:2
Voice of Romagna3 not weary of crying out,
Receives a peace through too great an hopeless assurance.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the same as #43-46.
NOSTRADAMUS: The woman seize the opportunity to make changes in the American
way following the faith of grace and mercy of Christianity. It is more the women than
the men as their castrations are such that they, then in general, are not able to move. The
military is targeted to be castrated entirely.
They are as angelic beings to take up the cause of the suffrage of the genocide. The
castrations of men with photographs will become widespread.
46. The gratitude4 in tears will come to captivate Mars,5
Before the Great One,6 divine ones7 will be stirred up:
Without saying a word they will enter from three sides,8
Mars quieted. Wines9 on the run on ice.10
Insert before: …
Prophecy has not happened yet. Might not happen. About 2029.
NOSTRADAMUS: This prophecy does not need come to pass, it is a dire prophecy. If the
Americans accept the U.S. Constitution of Ron Paul, the reincarnation of Thomas Paine,
this prophecy would not become true.
47. Day, diet,11 interim, 12 no council, 13
The year peace is being prepared, plague, famine divides: 14
Put outside inside,15 sky to change, 16 domicile, 17
End of the leave, 18 revolt in the hierarchy.

1

Great, Great female, the righteous woman who lives by Christ courage in the face of the genocide,
organizing and bringing hope and faith to the horror.
2
Out of France, the woman thinks outside of the status quo.
3
Romagna is a region in Italy. In the 5th Century BC, Gaul tribes, moved south into Italy, and sacked
Rome in 390 BC.
4
Gratitude. “For every adversity is a seed of equivalent benefit.”
5
Mars, action, duty to act in righteousness.
6
Great One, their Christ consciousness.
7
Divine Ones. women in America.
8
Three sides, pyramid, stability, strength, a righteous cause.
9
Wines, motivations. Traditionally in Jesus Christ’s teachings, wine means understanding.
10
Ice is the weather of genocide and holocaust.
11
Diet, what they eat.
12
Interim, the temporary nature of the times.
13
No council, the people of the U.S. must rely on their own conscience and moral fiber.
14
Plague, famine divides, people are divided into the have’s and have-not’s from the times and famine.
NOSTRADAMUS: Which is diabolical.
15
Put outside, people homeless. Inside, they are homeless inside.
16
Sky to change, weather inclement to growing crops.
17
Domicile, laws of the residency.
18
End of the leave, constant criticism of what is wrong with each person asked to resign from government
jobs.
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Insert before: …
NOSTRADAMUS: This is a repulsive prophecy. Without the U.S. Constitution from Ron
Paul, the only hope is the year upon year negotiated settlements and compromise with the
Federal government, that is a false peace of antagonism, hatred, and animosity towards the
Federal government and government policy. China is ruled by policy, not by a people
living by a free conscience and a religious freedom of expression of conscience. And this
form of government would be supplanted here by the Clinton’s and Obama’s unless the
Americans accept and support the Ron Paul Constitution which allows for freedom of
conscience, freedom of speech, freedom of the press and freedom of religion, freedom of
assembly.
Pertaining to about 2029. Of the state of the union in the United States in a banality of evil.
After Clinton and Obama, it is a hallowed out truce.
48. Diet to break up, the ancient holy one to recover,
Under the two,1 fire through pardon2 to follow:
Consecration without arms: the tall red one3 will want to have,
Non-peace of negligence, the elected one widower to live.4
Insert before: …
Pertaining to about 2029.
NOSTRADAMUS: For the castrations, men were put to “permanent” shame for 3-way sex
or videotaping the castration, and were then told, You are being castrated so you do not
sexually abuse your children.” This shame is effectively permanent.
49. To be made to appear elected with novelty,
Place of day labor5 to go beyond the boundaries:
The feigned goodness to change to cruelty,
They will all go out quickly from the suspect place.6
Insert before: …
NOSTRADAMUS: This prophecy depends on the generation called the baby-boomers to
see and act righteously at the genocides practiced against the U.S. by China.
Pertaining to about 2029.
50. The Shaven Ones will not be satisfied with the home chosen,
Led from the Lake of Geneva unproven:7
They will cause the old times to be remembered,
They will despoil the U.S. plot so well hatched. 1
1

Two, Presidents Clinton and Obama. Two, old Constitution and the added Executive Orders.
Fire through pardon. NOSTRADAMUS: Here the fire is not peaceful. There are riots and great
suffering for not having accepted Ron Paul’s U.S. Constitution.
3
Red one, red from anger. An anger as a trade union negotiator’s anger.
4 Elected one widower, castrated man is elected.
5
Place of day-labor, what the officeholder does every day as his job.
6
From the suspect place. NOSTRADAMUS: This indicates the stalemate condition of the U.S. for not
having defended the nation for the genocide in the 22 million castrations and the older Americans
systematically killed in genocide. The shame that the men castrated have is similar in the shame as how the
Germans had lived after World War II for the extermination of 12 million Jews in the gas ovens.
[The Chinese call Americans “American Chauvinist Pigs” in their ethnic cleansing.]
7
Lake of Geneva unproven, the failures of the 1788 U.S. Constitution and the subsequent legate of the
prototype of the 1922 Geneva Conference.
2
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Insert before: …
One meaning is pertaining to the same as #47-52.
51. Allobrox2 peace will be broken,
The last hand will cause a strong levy:
The great conspirator will not be convened,
And his new alliance approved.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to about 2029.
52. A long flycatcher3 to injure the Governor,4
Hunger, burning fever, fire and reek of blood:
Jupiter ones5 to all estates in great honor,
Law and order stirred up by shaven ones. 6

Insect Eating Bird

Insert before: …
Pertaining to Michel de Nostredame and destroying his
quatrains on Jesus Christ’s Second Advent Teachings
Church.
53. Plague, famine, fire and ardor incessant,
Lightning, great hail, temple struck from the sky:
The edict, arrest, and grievous law broken,
The chief author he and his people caught.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the ongoingness of the Atom.
54. The shaven ones7 will be deprived of their force,
It will increase their quarrel much more:8
Father Liber9 deceived by eclipser Albanians, 10
1

They will strip the U.S. plot so well hatched. The plot that the Clinton’s and Obama’s would transfer the
power and authority of the U.S. to foreign powers deliberately.
2
Allobrox, in Caesar’s Gallic War. France conquered large inland areas of Africa. In 1893, Ivory Coast
becomes a French colony, Rhodesia and Tumbuktu annexed.
3
Flycatcher. A large insect-eating bird. Means judgment of inhuman in the Atom.
4
Governor, of the Atom.
5
Jupiter Ones the followers of Jupiter of Huguenots, or of ignorant Calvin Protestants.
NOSTRADAMUS Contrary ones, Jupiter ones, having their say as if majority opinion while the majority
keep silent in disapproval for their being polite. Great pretence, as silence is consent.
6
Shaven Ones. Pertaining in Europe to the last executions of people convicted as witches taking place.
The classical period of the removal of the witches spans about 1450 to 1750, relative to the upheavals of
the Reformation and the Thirty Years’ War. NOSTRADAMUS: This is also a timeless prophecy as the
witches cannot exist in the Atom. ARCHANGEL RAPHAEL: The witches must go to their second death
for necromancy and necrophilia. NOSTRADAMUS: They cannot stay, if there be a safe Atom.
7
Shaven Ones, see footnote for #52.
8
It will increase their quarrel much more: Witches in their hexing cause people to argue. They hex to
have people so angry as to kill another in argument and being in the right.
9
Liber, liberty.
10
Albanians, resistant movements. Albania is mountainous for an irregular military force. One meaning
are the troops of the Duke of Alba.
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Sects will be gnawed to the marrow.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to advanced souls in general in a seeking of law and order when uniqueness is
accepted as strength. Soul empowerment.
55. The modest petition will be received,
They will be driven out and then restored on top:
The Great Great female1 will be found content,
Blind ones, deaf ones will be put uppermost.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the West’s foolish and unconscionable victory. NOSTRADAMUS: Turning
out to be of an utter disgrace. The war fought with lives was not free when the stated
purpose was for freedom or one to end with a purposed meaning. The victory is hallow
and not free for Stalin and Roosevelt, two Nephilim fallen angels, to have enslaved and not
to free people in the partitioning of Germany and to succeed the Eastern European nations
to Communist, not free, Russia. After World War II, the New Ones expelled, is that the
Europeans refused any endeavor for more Christianity, they would go the way of more
atheism in an apathetic attitude.
56. He will not be placed, the New Ones expelled. 2
Black One and of Löin3 and the Great One will hold stoutly:
To have recourse to arms. 4 Further exiles driven out,
To sing of victory, not free, consolation. 5
NOSTRADAMUS: The consolation among such ignorance was that World War II was not
worse, however that is not true with the betrayal of Roosevelt to give half of Europe to
Red Tyrants who enforced government through violence and forceful interrogation and
invasion of privacy.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the death of the French King Francis II, December 1560.
57. The mourning abandoned, supreme alliances,
Great Shaven One dead, 6 to the entry refusal given:
Upon return benefits to be in forgetfulness,
The death of the just one perpetrated at a banquet.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the French Wars, between 2 to 4 million killed. 1
1

Great Great female, soul with conscience in harmony. Also in harmony with the outer mind and outer
ego, with the self living in the Will of God.
2
New Ones expelled,
3
NOSTRADAMUS: Here, Black One, the black ones being the witches. Löin, the freedom states and
communities. See footnote for #52.
Black One, Joseph Stalin of Russia. Löin, Roosevelt of the U.S. to meet at the Yalta conference.
4
NOSTRADAMUS: The need is to remove the witches, warlocks, walk-ins and demon possessed of the
Aliens in spacecraft, with a mighty forcible removal by both church and state to go to the electric chair.
5
Consolation, false peace not free.
6
Shaven One dead, the death of French King Francis II
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58. The King King2 not to be, ruin for the Clement One, 3
The year pestilent, the beclouded stirred up:
For the great ones every man for himself, unconscionable:
The term of jeerers will pass.
Insert before: …
Not all yet happened, in China.
59. At the foot of the wall the ashy Franciscan.
The enclosure delivered the cavalry trampling:
Outside the temple Mars and carrying a scythe,
Outside, appointed, dismissed, upon the reverie.
Insert before: …
Not all yet happened. Applies to China and Eastern Europeans gone over to derision.
NOSTRADAMUS: This is a horrible condition of a prophecy for atheism in Europe. It is
the barrenness of such sickness as atheism and agnosticism.
NOSTRADAMUS: If the U.S. accepts Ron Paul’s Constitution, they do not have this fate,
however Europe does not get this Ron Paul’s Constitution in this prophecy.
NOSTRADAMUS: The derision is partly from the actions of the Catholic Church’s Devils
Advocates menacing of the populace.
The subsequent implosion of thought upholding through Karl Marx, Leibniz,
Voltaire, Rousseau, David Hume further poisoned Europe that it cannot recover but must
be wiped out to begin again for its irreligiosity. The infiltration of Arab nations into
Germany has shown how their demonization of Church, of Martin Luther, the Catholic
Church, the Eastern Church of Christ, the apparitions of Mother Mary, and as in a
demonization of Martin Luther was a serious mistake as if they had embraced his teachings
of the grace and mercy of God instead, the nation would have become Christian in aspect.
But for their continual hostility toward Christ Church and honoring of Karl Marx instead,
has been the Gauls’ diminution of national and holy identity. Only the identity in Christ
and Christ principle survives the ages.
Even the Church bells. These sounds are of such grandeur and purity, and that they
would systematically remove Church bells to make commerciality of the emptied churches,
leaves their land without the protection of innocence which innocence affords in a life of an
Atom under God.
60. The times purging, pestilential tempests,
Barbarian offenses, fury, invasion:
For this cycle, infinite evils prepared for us,4
And the Greatest Ones two less,5 gone of—derision.1
1

The French Wars of Religion (1562–98). Between 2,000,000 and 4,000,000 people were killed as a result
of war, famine and disease. The civil infighting, primarily fought between French Catholics and Protestant
Huguenots. The conflict involved the factional disputes between the aristocratic houses of France.
2
King King, Christ King, worldly King.
3
Clement One, Jacques Clément. During the French Wars of Religion, Clément the fanatic Catholic, killed
King Henry the Protestant. NOSTRADAMUS: Here the Clement One is not one clement but that is his
name, Jacques Clément.
4
Prepared for us, Europeans.
5
The Greatest Ones two less, the two are not identified as the prophecy has not yet come to pass.
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Insert before: …
Pertaining to the 21st century. Not all yet happened.
NOSTRADAMUS: This is a horrible condition of a prophecy for atheism and more
derision in Europe and the Middle East where they practice great violence. It is the
barrenness for such sickness as atheism and apathy towards religion. Atheism is rampant
in Germany in the 20th century. Agnosticism no less is rampant throughout Europe. This is
not a good sign, as Hierarchy cannot help those who do not help themselves. The Wars of
Religion in France is such as manifestation that the wars were to punish the religious the
Shaven Ones. Even the East has a better treatment of the Shaven Ones, to show a greater
respect.
61. Satisfaction not long, abandoned by his followers,
The year pestilent,2 the Greatest One assailed:3
The good Lady4 in the Elysian Fields,5
And the greater part of the good things cold unpicked.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the 21st century. Not all yet happened.
Also pertaining to 22 million castrations, or of the ICBM bombing by China of 5 U.S.
cities:
1. New York
2. Longmont (Denver)
3. Barrington (Chicago)
4. Northridge (far north enough to preserve downtown Los Angeles.)
5. Anaheim to destroy Disneyland.
62. Flights of the Löin, 6 not to prepare for conflicts,7
Sad enterprise, the air pestilential, hideous:
From all sides the Great Ones8 will be thrown down,
And ten and seven to assail twenty and two.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the 21st century. Not all yet happened.
63. Retaken over over,9 surrendered, frightened by the evil,
1

Derision. NOSTRADAMUS: The derision is partly from the actions of the Catholic Church’s Devils
Advocates menacing of the populace.
The subsequent implosion of thought upholding through Karl Marx, Leibniz, Voltaire, Rousseau,
David Hume further poisoned Europe that it cannot recover but must be wiped out to begin again for its
irreligiosity.
2
The year pestilent. NOSTRADAMUS: Every year is a pestilence under atheism and agnosticism as it
does not recognize the mercy and truth and abundance of God life.
3
NOSTRADAMUS: This prophecy of the 20th century that has not turned around precipitously.
4
Lady, Lady Liberty.
5
In the Elysian Fields, just a dream.
6
Löin, freedom’s voice, freedom’s flame, the Free World’s raison d’etre.
7
Not to prepare for conflicts, not trained in the 22nd century.
8
Great Ones, Christed ones.
9
Retaken, the U.S. attacked again and again unless it solves the problem of a populace unable to defend
themselves in #61.
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Of the blood below, and the faces hideous:
Ever to the most learned ones, the ignorant one is frightful!1
Porte, 2 hatred, horror, the piteous female3 to fall low.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the West in the 21st century. Not all yet happened.
64. Dead and seized, 4 the alchemical change5 of the careless ones,6
Going not far in approaching much more:
United ones in the ruin. Barn,7
Through long help, the hardiest one astonished.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the 21st century. Not all yet happened.
Pertaining to the destruction of witchcraft as a religion through knowledge and wisdom
with witchcraft as a form of satanism to be destroyed for an Atom, America and the world,
to survive. Prophecy of the 20th and 21st century.
65. Gray, white, and black ones, hiding and fighting without weapons,
They will be replaced, dismissed, put in their sees:
The ravishers will find themselves mocked,
And the vestals confined behind strong imposing edifices.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the Vietnam War.
66. Season of winter, good spring, sound, bad summer,8
Pernicious autumn, dry, wheat rare:
Of wine enough, bad eyes, deeds, molested,
War, sedition, 9 seditious waste.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the hippie generation in San Francisco in the Haight-Ashbury district.
NOSTRADAMUS: Marijuana-deathdrug brought the second death to those who died. They
were not allowed to reincarnate but a few, the others went to the second death. Hemp is
used in the Middle East in jihad violence. Marijuana-deathdrug brings about the
breakdown of the morality structures. Hemp is the rope also.
67. Hidden desire for the good will succeed, 10
1

NOSTRADAMUS: As frightful as you would anticipate red ants approaching.
Porte, the West not mastering the entrances of evil people and ones of Anti-Christ.
3
Piteous female, citizen without a righteous U.S. Constitution.
4
Dead and seized, the lack of concern for human life that the death of another is but a statistic to be
reported.
5
Alchemical change, ability to reach for mastery and excellence in literature and the arts.
6
Careless ones, people of Levels 1, 2, 3 in the Seven Stages of Consciousness.
7
Barn, acting as animals with only the desire for food and sex as Levels 1, 2, 3.
8
Season, the White House does not care. Vietnam is South of the equator and the White House does not
comprehend the hardship of placing the soldiers there.
9
Sedition. The Vietnam War was to capture raw resources such as rubber.
10
The good will succeed, those Americans who kept pure of not taking drugs.
2
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Religion, peace, love and concord:
The wedding song will not be in accord entirely,
The high ones low,1 and high put to the rope.2
Insert before: …
Pertaining to ECP & MLP foretold in Revelation 11 & for the advent of the Second Advent
Teachings.
NOSTRADAMUS: ECP & MLP bring the Second Advent Teachings beginning in 1958.
This is also a prophecy of the one not yet reported who is not Lord Maitreya but is to bring
the Second Advent Teachings as the second coming of Maitreya Buddha. Lord Maitreya is
foretold to work with this individual. He has come and gone for manipulation as of 2016
for this 74,000 year cycle. In that way, this is timeless prophecy.
What can only be said in retrospect from the 1500s is that there was no turning back
of the prophecy which was also foretold in Revelation 11 by Jesus Christ. And had it not
been for the internet web technology to come forth, right away after this time, the prophecy
would have caused the Shaven Ones to not find this same cycle for the 74,000 years. And
only a few would have ascended.
The primary difference from the original prophecy and now is that the mantle of the
Mother of the Flame was by Karmic Board decree, by Nada, transferred directly to the
disciples of Christ. The MLP false hierarchy was in place. The finality of ECP & MLP
was instigated for their destruction by this transference of the mantle of the Mother of the
Flame to the Shaven Ones of the Second Advent Teachings.
This is however not a victory as also many went to their second death for following
the false hierarchies, child abuse, being of darthvators, proselytizing—thus where there is
great Light, there is a great great Dark.
68. For the Shaven Ones3 the Chief4 will not reach the end,
Edicts changed, 5 the confined ones set at odds:6
Great One found dead,7 less of faith, 8 history standing low.
Dissimulated, chilled, struck in the hut.9
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the judgment cycle of 100 years of the Mayan Calendar. 21st century.
Not all yet happened yet.
69. Moved by Löins;10 near Lyon1 he will undermine,
1

High ones low, in accord.
High, the intoxication. Rope, of a death hanging, or judged for the final death, for dying from the
marijuana-deathdrug.
3
Shaven Ones, Christed disciples of Christ.
4
Chief, Abraham El Morya.
5
Edicts changed, Karmic Board dispensation.
6
The confined ones, living in monastic life. Set at odds, although this is the time and place, of the 21st
century, those in Christ community do not learn the Second Advent Teachings of Jesus Christ for the
corruption of ECP & MLP.
7
Great One found dead. Though the two die, the Second Advent Teachings are not advanced by the
persona teachings of ECP & MLP.
8
Less of faith, more of the Gestapo obedience.
9
Struck in the hut, the sequence of events leading up to ECP’s final brain disability and disease.
10
Moved by Löins, moved by freedom’s flame.
2
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Taken, captive, pacified by a woman:2
He will not hold as well as they will hesitate,3
Placed not passed,4 to remove its soul from rages.5
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the judgment cycle of 100 years of the Mayan Calendar.
NOSTRADAMUS: In this judgment, people must choose to live for eternal life or be tried
for the second death and their souls be cancelled out as souls.
NOSTRADAMUS: The meaning of the kitchen is of the processing of pain, of life in
meaning and purpose. The insightful looking into soul purpose is required of souls if
they would not go to the second death at death at the Mayan Calendar cycle of 74,000
years.
70. From Löin6 he will come to arouse to move, 7
Vain discovery8 against infinite people:9
Known by many the evil for duty,
In the kitchen found dead and finished.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the judgment cycle of 100 years of the Mayan Calendar.
Pertaining to not seen in the United States that one lives for Love and Light as it ought.
NOSTRADAMUS: Without religion taught in public schools, the religion founded in this
environment is Alcoholics Anonymous.
71. Nothing in accord, trouble worse10 and more severe,
As it was seen,11 land and sea12 to quiet:
All stopped it will not be worth a double,13
The wicked one will speak,14 Counsel of destruction.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the judgment cycle of 100 years of the Mayan Calendar.
Pertaining to the trend to use drugs.
1

Lyon, the United States.
Woman. Legal separation of Church from life. Another meaning is comfortability.
3
Each waits for another to start.
4
Place not passed. NOSTRADAMUS: In the end of cycles in the Mayan Calendar is a judgment that goes
on for 100 years from 2011.
5
To remove the soul from rage. NOSTRADAMUS: This is the ipso facto of such a judgment of the long
cycles
6
Löin , the United States. Liberia.
7
To move, he has freedom of choice in America.
8
NOSTRADAMUS: Futile attempts when the public schools do not teach a religious education.
9
Against infinite people, those who live for eternal life.
10
Trouble worse, karma. Whether a person will freely learn from the lessons of karma. Karma is what you
sow is what you will reap.
11
NOSTRADAMUS: As seen from France of the Western world. One lives for Love and Light.
12
Land and sea. Land, the physical body. Sea, the mental and emotional body.
13
Worth a double. See #70 for how a second chance is a not a part of the Mayan Calendar judgment.
14
Wicked one will speak, the carnal mind, and the demons a person carries around. The demons arising
from a life without God purpose, without religion taught in public schools.
2
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NOSTRADAMUS: Promoters of the drugs will go to the second death at the Mayan
Calendar judgment.
72. Portentous deed, horrible and unbelievable,
Typhòn1 will move the wicked:
Those who then afterwards supported by the rope,2
And the greater part exiled on the fields. 3
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the judgment cycle of 100 years of the Mayan Calendar.
NOSTRADAMUS: If they do not live for True North Principles, they will go to the second
death. Cancelled out as souls. The people are so judged as to whether they will climb
up. This is the meaning of the end of a 74,000 year cycle.
Pertaining to the same as #70-75
73. Righteousness enthroned come from the sky into France, 4
The Universe honored by Virtue:
Blood to be shed, sooner change to come,5
The birds, fire, and not men.6
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the judgment cycle of 100 years of the Mayan Calendar.
NOSTRADAMUS: This is how at this Mayan Calendar Judgment, there will be ones who
will have excuse. They will say that they are not to be faulted for racial prejudice. They
will be judged by the eternal laws of the Atom and not by man-made laws.
74. The colored ones, the discontented Holy Ones,
Then suddenly through the gay Hermaphrodites:7
Of the greater part to see, not come the time, 8
Several amongst them will make their soups weak.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the judgment cycle of 100 years of the Mayan Calendar.
NOSTRADAMUS: Atheism and agnosticism is judged. Jihad is judged, Islamic jihad
behavior must end, Christian fundamentalist or demagoguery is judged. All are judged to
the standard of God life.
1

Typhòn, underworld organizations. Greek Typhon, a monster of the primitive world. Described as a
monster with a hundred heads, fearful eyes, and terrible voices. Typhon wanted to acquire the sovereignty
of gods and men.
2
Rope, hemp, marijuana-deathdrug, drugs.
3
Exiled on the fields, go to the second death for the drug fields.
4
Into France, into the Western world.
5
Sooner change to come. NOSTRADAMUS: All will be judged at the Mayan Calendar cycle severely.
This is the meaning of the end of a cycle of 74,000 years.
6
The birds…not men. NOSTRADAMUS: The birds will go into the next 74,000 year cycle but not men.
They must have an honorable dismissal from the Judgment of Souls Trial, their final judgment trial that
would otherwise cancel out their souls.
7
Hermaphroditus, the two-sexed child, symbol of androgyny or effeminacy, portrayed in Greco-Roman art
as a female figure with male genitals.
8
The time not come. NOSTRADAMUS: At the Judgment of souls, there is not unconditional forgiveness
for the end of a 74,000 year cycle in what the soul has done with life.
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To some, there is a great surprise for the Judgment of Souls Trial. For their suffering life
on earth, they did not imagine this possible. But for the Mayan Calendar Cycle’s end, and
the opportunity to ascend under the Second Advent Teachings of Christ wherein Jesus
Christ had predicted mass ascensions from the hillsides of the world at the return of the
finishing of the Christ teachings, they in the prophecy determine to ascend.
75. They will be restored to their full power,
Conjoined at one point of accord,1 then what is not in accord:
All deified, favored betrothed to the shaven ones,2
Several amongst them outflanked in a band. 3
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the Second Advent Teachings.
NOSTRADAMUS: The Second Advent Teachings include the: 4 gospels of the New
Testament, Revelation, Isaiah, Genesis. Ten Commandments. Ten Perfections of Gautama
Buddha. Cosmic Clock 12 lines. 7 Rays. 7 Chakras. Will of God. Co-dependency.
Mastery of karma and reincarnation. Mastery of the carnal mind, demons. Commanding
waters & demons. Kingdom power where Jesus Christ taught: All power is given to me in
heaven and earth. Antahkarana. 7 Stages of Consciousness. Indifference at losses, etc.
76. For the legate of land and sea, 4
The great Cape5 will accommodate himself to all:
Being relegated to the tacit6 due to Lorraine,7
He is not given to speak upon his views. 8
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the false-peace between the United States and the
foreign nations beginning the 20th century.
Pertaining to war between the United States and China.
77. The wind of karma will impede the enemy troop,9
1

One point of accord, that they can ascend for the Second Advent Teachings of Jesus Christ from heaven,
this is after they have died.
2
Shaven ones, holy ones answering the Bridal Call of Christ. NOSTRADAMUS: The Shaven Ones will
after death find the community of the Holy Spirit.
3
Outflanked in a band, much to the surprise of these who tarried for the 2,000 years and incarnated since
Jesus Christ in Palestine, they take divine government positions for knowing the disciplines and
discipleship under Christ and Buddha at their ascensions. They move higher than the Ascended Ones of
prior ages. This was a sacrifice for some. It was that they would forego the ascension and wait to learn the
Second Advent Teachings to come forth in the 21st century.
4
Land and sea. Land, physical body. Sea, mental and emotional body.
5
Cape, mantle of Christ. Also as the Second Advent Teachings of Jesus Christ.
6
Tacit, the agreements where there would be no contract in writing. What is agreed upon is held with no
contradiction or objections to be made as authoritative.
French: To be listening. Jesus Christ’s teaching of offering a cup of cold water in Christ’s name is in
reference.
7
Lorraine, heaven. Lorraine is a region in northeastern France bordering Belgium, Luxembourg and
Germany.
8
He is not given to speak upon his views, reference is to Jesus Christ saying, “My kingdom is not of this
world,” but that he lives for Christ kingdom.
9
Karma, for the genocides practiced upon the Americans including the 22 million castrations, drug
poisonings, killing and robbing of older Americans.
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For the Greater One1 difficult to advance at all:
Wine with the poison2 will be put in the cup,3
To fire a great gun without horse-power.4
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the false-peace between the United States and the foreign nations beginning
the 20th century.
78. Because of the crystal5 the enterprise6 is breaking.
Games and feasts, in Löin to repose more:7
No longer will he take his meal8 near the great ones,9
Sudden catarrh10 blesses water to wash him.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the false-peace between the United States and the foreign nations beginning
the 20th century.
79. To restore blood and health11, but stirred up, nothing in accord,
Endless murders, captives, deaths, warned:
So much water and plague, invariably, of the American people,
Stricken, deaths, f1igbts, great collapse, time elapses.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the false-peace between the United States and the foreign nations beginning
the 20th century.
80. So much water,12 so many deaths, so many arms to stir up.
Nothing in accord, the Great One held captive: 13
What has not human blood, rage, fury, unreported.
1

Greater One, the United States.
Poison, returning karma.
3
Cup, settlement
4
To fire a great gun without horse-power. The Obama Administration on purpose dismantled the U.S.
missiles that might retaliate against an enemy strike or China sending ICMBs, in the transferring of the
United States to China by Clinton and Obama. This they did by signing a missile reduction treaty and
through deception, dismantled them at the American military bases.
5
Crystal, eucharistic Christ connection. Variation: Matrix of righteous living in Christ’s name.
6
The enterprise. The enterprise of United States Christianity.
7
Games and feasts, in Löin to repose more, the U.S. in a complacency to dangers brewing. The football
TV channel.
8
No longer will he take his meal, business meal. No longer will he take upon realizations of the 22 million
castrations by business executives of the defense, aerospace and computer industries.
9
Great Ones, ones living for worldly acclaim and fame.
10
Sudden catarrh, both sniveling and weeping. At the Nazi Nuremberg trials, the Nazi were sniveling.
NOSTRADAMUS: This sniveling was seen among the Christians working in globalization corporations
for their betrayal of the cause of freedom of the U.S. They are castrated. And saw how futile it was that
they would push to make the 1% of Americans that the rich would be counted the powerful and wealthy.
The prophecy includes the clergy who did not speak out against evil but spent their sermon time, to
themselves, on banality.
11
To restore blood and health, health in the Atom.
12
So much water, as opposed to solid ground.
13
The Great One held captive, the media tells the Zion American the true news and reality.
2
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Repentant too late, plague, war the cause.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the convergence of short and long cycles. The longest of 74,000 years.
81. The bite of the enemy’s tongue approaches,
The good-natured one comes to a false-peace:
The obstinate ones will not want to lose the kinship,
Surprised, captives, and suspects fury, he will want to dismiss, to suspect for injuring.
Insert before: …
82. Fathers and mothers battered, of infinite sorrows,
Women grieving. The pestilent Typhòn: 1
The Great One to be no more,2 all the word to end,3
Under mock-peace, under laze, and this is all in position.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the 18th century.
83. Princes and Christendom stirred up in debates,
Foreign nobles,4 Christ’s see5 molested:6
Become very evil, much could be good, mortal beliefs.
In the East death, plague, famine, bad treaty. 7
Insert before: …
A timeless prophecy. NOSTRADAMUS: These live by their emotions
to judge and choose through a system of his personal tastes. This is his
standard to judge by comfortability as morality. These fight in what is
pride that goes before the fall over his chosen likes-and-dislikes. It is
not the judgment of True North Principle or concerning ones
humanity.
Pertaining to the Poland-Lithuania break-up to disappear 1795.
84. Land to tremble,8 prodigy9 killed, Typhón,
Numberless captives, to have done, undone, done:
To go by sea10 mishap do occur,11
Proud against proud one,12 evil done in disguise.

Poland-Lithuania

1

Typhón, monster. In Greek, Typhon wanted to acquire the sovereignty of gods and men.
Pestilent Typhòn, the failures of democracy.
2
Great One to be no more, religion at odds.
3
All the word to end, to come under inspection.
4
Foreign nobles, Church hierarchy.
5
See, wider meaning of Christ Church, includes other holy offices of Christ such as the vicar, rock or
chairs of Christ Church besides the pope of the Catholic Church.
6
Molested, traumatized.
7
Treaty, beliefs.
8
Land to tremble, earth changes, earthquakes.
9
Prodigy, Grand Duke of Lithuania.
10
Sea, sea of emotions.
11
To go by sea mishaps do occur, to go by likes and dislikes, to go by comfortability as morality.
12
Proud, being proud in one’s likes and dislikes.
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Insert before: …
Pertaining to the media beginning with TV and film.
85. Chief of Persuasion1 will kill people to death,
The unjust one low2 they will molest3 him terribly,
Hail, to flood, to find treasure, and marble engraved:4
The blade will be attached to the tree.5
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the media beginning with TV and film.
86. Of what is not evil? Consequence inexcusable,
The fire.6 No doubling, 7 the reprehensible legate8 confused.
Against the worse he is spurned but the struggle will not be waged,9
The end of the thread10 cut by spindle. 11
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the media beginning with TV and film.
87. Good ones acutely weakened by agreements,
Mars12 and prelates united will not stop:
The great ones confused by gifts, 13 bodies cut open,14
Worthy ones unworthy ones hunted programs will seize.15
Insert before: …
88. Good to evil, the times will change,
Peace in the south wind,16 hope of the Greatest Ones:
Of the Great Ones grieving, Louis, 17 much more will stumble,18
Shaven ones1 recognized neither for seeking power nor recognition.
1

Chief of persuasion, TV media, movie industry, advertising and its amorality.
Unjust one low, low in Levels 1, 2, 3 in the Seven Stages of Consciousness.
3
Molest, jar.
4
Hail, to flood, to find treasure, and marble engraved, media showings.
5
Tree, tree of life in Genesis. tree of knowledge of good and evil.
6
Fire. It is the time of the judgment of the Mayan Calendar.
7
Not doubling, not spiritually growing.
8
Legates, those constantly making into legal contracts.
9
The struggle will not be waged, the morality of TV shows is not waged as a war. He ends in nonanswerability for accountability for heinous imagery.
10
Thread, upshot, end result, eventual outcome.
11
Cut by spindle, TV shows thrown out by a revolution in the media.
NOSTRADAMUS: Only by a revolution in thought can the media reform. Unless there be high standards
of True North Principle behavior, the media would continue to corrupt in the West.
12
Mars, Third Anti-Christ.
13
Gifts, opportunities.
14
Bodies cut open, media under a false-scrutiny.
15
Hunted programs will seize, people think morally. The TV programs they seek are not realized without
morality at its basis.
16
South, the solar plexus found in harmony.
17 Louis, of the ascension.
18
Much more will stumble, more to do before the ascension.
2
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Insert before: …
Pertaining to the Church of the Second Advent Teachings.
89. Here is the month2 for evils3 so many as to be doubted,
Deaths, plague to bleed all, famine, to quarrel:
Those of the reversing of exile4 will come to observe,
Great Ones, secrets, deaths, not to censure.5
Insert before: …
Pertaining to dying, being at the Judgment of Souls Trial for the Mayan Calendar cycle.
90. At death. Death to bite, counsel, robbery, 6 pestiferous,7
They will not dare to attack seamen:8
Deucalion9 a final trouble to cause,
Few young people:10 half-dead to give a start.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the same as #90-91.
91. Dead through spite he will cause the others to shine,
And in a high place11 some great evils to occur:
Sad conceptions12 will come to harm each one,
Temporal worthy, 13 the Mass to succeed.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the Cabal & Third Anti-Christ V. Ogmios crossing points.
92. The year sextile14 rains, wheat to abound, hatreds,
For men ennüi, princes and kings divorced:
Flock to perish, human mutations,15
People to vex and murder, and under the crust16 poisoned.
Insert before: …
1 Shaven ones, holy ones.
2
Month, time cycle.
3
For evils, the end of evils.
4
Exile, being cast out from the community of the Shaven Ones.
5
Censure, they do not object to the Second Advent Teachings themselves, that refers to Elohim, Seraphim,
Archangels.
6
Robbery, judged for coveting. Two ordinary elements of criminality are hiding and coveting.
7
Pestiferous, he is found with demons, wrong behaviors & religion and wrong beliefs.
8
Seamen, the Karmic Board.
9
Deucalion. The king of Arcadia. He sacrificed a boy to Zeus, is found appalling for this savage behavior.
NOSTRADAMUS: This references the 22 million castrations and genocides by China of the Americans.
It references nazism in America.
10
Few young people. Not many given the opportunity to reincarnate to be young again.
11
High place, meaning even those of high places on earth are judged at the day of judgment of souls.
12
Sad conceptions, making wrong assessments while alive.
13
Temporal worthy, in true fairness, time is given to those judged.
14
Sextile, even good years, people are oppressed. Sextile is an astrological configuration in the chart.
15
Flock to perish, human mutations, people turn away their gaze at the horrors of the 20th and 21st century.
16
Crust, surface. Reality is not shown but a false-state, a false stability.
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Not happened yet. Year beginning 2016.1 Also around year 2030.
93. Times very diverse, discord discovered,
Counsel of war, change made, changed:
The Great Female2 not to be, conspirators through water drained,
Great dissension, against the Great One3 all ranged.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to Suleiman (1520-1566).
94. Great flood, noise of death conspired,
Age renewed, three Great Ones in great discord:
Through incendiaries the concord aggravated,
Rain impeding, wicked counsel of agreement.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to plebian order. The watcher angels. 4 Castro & Kaddafi.
95. The plebeian order they will come to injure,
Dissensions and Wars to begin:
Great change, new tumult to grow,
Between kings one will see hatreds appear.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to June 2009 Iranian presidential election protests, over voting fraud and
irregularities. 5
96. Secret conspirators, rabble to conspire,6
The discovery in the device7 to move:
Against the Great Ones8 in the passage historically of freedom laws.
Then slaughtered and left in begging without power.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to Suleiman (1520-1566).
97. Times inconstant, fevers, plague, languors,
Wars, debates, times desolated without pretending:
Submersions, princes to minors severities,
Persuaded Kings and Great Ones, other death to fear.
1

Year 2016. Mars is retrograde at the Mayan Calendar cycle, difficulties heightened from the realizations
of the genocides practiced upon the U.S.
2
Great Female, “isms,” ways of life.
3
Great One, True North Principle, Christ teachings.
4
The Watcher angels are fallen angels that were to oversee humankind as teachers. Fidel Castro (1926-)
and Muammar Kaddafi (1942-2011) are examples of Watchers who have gone to the second death which
occurred before death. When this occurs, they are as vegetative, i.e. “vegetables.” The Watchers are a
band of angels that under the Great Silent Watcher are judged at the Mayan Calendar cycle to terminate.
5
Protests over rigged elections occurred nationwide from 2009 into 2010 in Iran. Four thousands arrested,
tortured in prisons. Deaths over 200.
6
Secret conspirators, rabble to conspire, heinous treachery of Iran political offices.
7
Device, election machinery.
8
Great Ones, those were working for the passage historically of freedom laws.
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Insert before: …
Pertaining to the death of Pope John Paul II working under Mother Mary. 1
98. In the place of Fire placed, the plague and flight ensues,
Times are fickle, howling wind, the death of three great ones:
From the sky great thunderbolts, to feed upon the estate of shaven ones, 2
Old One near death, the wood scarcely bending in its twigs.

Pope John Paul II

Insert before: …
NOSTRADAMUS: This is the prophecy of what happens to the Chair of
Peter when through mass communication, people learn the Second
Advent Teachings.
Pertaining to the time beginning year 2012.
99. The world in peril and Kings to congratulate,3
Shaven Ones4 stirred up by counsel, not knowing meaning, 5
The anti-religious rulers6 as concerns them, to see people be necromanced.
He will show afterwards what he cannot follow.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the time beginning year 2030.
100. Flood7 near, bovine plague, new.
Sect8 to bend, for men vain jay: 9
Of law without law, placed in assessment, looking for proof,
Bait, ambush: and the deceived cut a vein.10
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the same as #100.
101. To all is flood, loss for the Shaven Female,11
Wall flight,12 death, abundance of goods:
He will not escape through a coat of coverings,
The luck13 of new ones and old ones will be changed.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the general idea of a planetary alignment.
1

The longest reigning pope in history of 32 years.
Shaven ones, religion in general.
3
World in peril and Kings to congratulate, pertaining to the Cabal & Third Anti-Christ V. Ogmios
crossing points.
4
Shaven Ones, religious clerics of the established Western Christian churches in the 21st century.
5
Meaning, not knowing meaning of former Christ teachings, not grasping the turn-key operator found in
Christ teachings of first century.
6
The anti-religious rulers, whereby evil is a set of religious beliefs practiced.
7
Flood, Re-enactment of the Bible of the Noah’s Flood cycle.
8
Sect, heathen ways.
9
Jay. In old French, a dull or ignorant person.
10
The deceived cut a vein. NOSTRADAMUS: They cannot pass the Judgment of Souls Trial.
11
Shaven Female, the receptive One of the Shaven Ones.
12
Wall flight, trying to find structure.
13
Luck, opportunity.
2
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NOSTRADAMUS: Although this also happened in the 1980s, it was mostly mitigated
then by prayers and decrees.
102. Without exception, all to be found shiny1 on the surface.
Mouth and throat in burning pustules, rain so long, not to death but blisters turn,
The Great One2 to die horribly.
Five of seven Great Ones, 3 the distilling4 to harm all.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the general idea of a planetary alignment.
103. Through noise of Fire Great Ones5 and old ones to fail.
Plague6 quieted, a greater female to be born:7
Plague of the altar,8 hidden hay, 9 to pick little, 10
Readied flock to die, catharsis beyond the priest.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the general idea of a planetary alignment.
104. Gay point,11 thankful of fury12 at the consecration,
Made wider13 three, four and on the periphery to die:
Way to fail, not to be by half at the consecration,14
For seven and three, and for fifth15 to run.
Insert before: …
105. The Great Female16 to death to be, plague, wounds and log.17
A hundred times worse this year than the year passed,
Even for the Greatest Ones of the realm and of the Church:
Infinite evils, death, exile, ruin, broken.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to World Wars and industry’s profiteering from war.
1

Shiny, shine with light.
Great One, Christ. In the 1980’s planetary alignment, killabortion was widespread, and therefore so were
the tornados and floods and crop failures that multiplied without ending in sight in the U.S.
3
Five of seven Great Ones, an alignment of 5 weightier planets.
4
The distilling, the planetary alignment.
5
Great Ones, the powerful.
6
Plague, pandemic(s).
7
Female born, opportunity for change. Major transformation of civilization.
8
Plague of the Altar, moral crisis.
9
Hidden hay, opportunity for change.
10
To pick little, to not see the major transformation.
11
Point, point in time.
12
Thankful of fury, gratitude for the end of the catastrophes at the alignment of planets whereby the weather
is inordinate and ferocious and the earthquakes are severe.
13
Swelled up, readied to go into a direct alignment.
14
Consecration, the alignment of planets.
15
Seven…three… fifth, these are other time cycles begun concurrently, as Nostredame hoped, for them not
to continue.
16
Great Female, opportunity for the advancement of civilization. .
17
Log, wood or construction material for new housing.
2
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106. Snow, rust, rain and great plagues,
For the ones of greatest elation for pestilence. Sleepless:
Seeds, grains plentiful, and more of bands,
When this happens, standardization diminishes.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to World War II, Neville Chamberlain’s betrayal.
107. Among the Great Ones great discord to arise,
The tall cleric1 will plot a great event:
New sects to place in hatred and discord,
The people at an all war to injure all people.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to a general idea in the Quatrain.
108. Secret conspiracy, perilous change,
Factions to conspire secretly:
Rains, great winds, plagues for proud ones,2
Rivers to overflow, pestiferous actions.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to a general idea in the Quatrain.
109. Times moderated winter little return:3
Plague to multiply, the sects to fight each other,
Of mass and meeting house grievously to debate,
Rivers to overflow, evils, mortals all around.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to a general idea in the Quatrain.
110. People in debates and quarrels over minutia,
Over new ideas and of deceased in great War:4
Death of Great Female,5 to celebrate King’s evil,
More great Ladies6 expelled from the land.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to 20th & 21st century. Reality & Truth.
111. In widowhood7 as many males as females,
The life of great Monarchs1 to be in danger:
1

Tall Cleric, Neville Chamberlain.
Both World War I and II are fought over money. The
chancellor is responsible for all economic and financial matters, equivalent to the role of Secretary of the
Treasury or Minister of Finance in other nations. NOSTRADAMUS: He had the mantle of tall cleric
from Hierarchy for Zion England. He betrayed his mantle as chancellor.
2
Plagues for proud ones, the return of karma.
3
Winter little return, one idea in a Quatrain is on the return of karma.
4
War, World Wars.
5
Great Female, opportunity for the advancement of civilization.
6
Great Ladies, “isms”, ideologies.
7
In widowhood, the result of fighting in Wars.
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Plague, steel, famine, great peril plummeting,
Troubles, through changes, small2 great ones to raise.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to 20th & 21st century. Reality & Truth.
Pertaining to the Third Anti-Christ V. Ogmios crossing points.
112. The sky3 will be seen which is to say that it will light up again.
Hail, rust, rains and great plagues,
Death of several plague, steel, famine through cantankerous repugnance.
To preserve True North Principle, they will be the cause of the noise:
Insert before: …
Pertaining to 20th & 21st century. Reality & Truth.
113. A water of man-gold. 4 Sterilization!— grain rotted,
Death approaches. To snow more the white:
The grain will not at all be sufficient,
The great one wounded, several on the flank, death
impending.
Insert before: …
This famine prophecy was mitigated.
Pertaining to 20th & 21st century. Reality & Truth.
114. Scarcity of fruits, nor much grain, trees and shrubs,
Great meat,5 stand-in’s to stimulate the economy:
As temporal as the little prelate6 with leonceaux,7
TOLANDAD8 to conquer, tall ones to draw back.

Seigneur de Châtillon
(1519-1572)

Insert before: …
Pertaining to 20th & 21st century. Reality & Truth.
115. Everything changed, one to persecute four,
Malady outside, mortality9 very indigenous:
Of the four two will come to debate no more,
Exile, ruin, death, famine, perplexity.

1

Monarchs, the conscience and soul in the common man for his morality in the Western world.
Small, next generations of youth.
3
Sky, reality and truth.
4
Man-gold. NOSTRADAMUS: This is not one who lives for the purpose of God life. He lives as a man
acquiring money and assets.
5
Fowl, where is the meat of. Where is its heady constitution?
6
Prelate. In Roman Catholic usage, a prelate’s geographic jurisdiction is called territorial prelature, it does
not belong to any diocese and is not directly under the centralized authority. As a prelate, he is a man onto
himself. NOSTRADAMUS: This is a heretic, it is a non-worshipper of the religion of the sacred Atom.
He is one who is a law onto himself, he goes the way of the heathen to worship himself.
7
Leonceaux, a medical condition of constantly urinating.
8
TOLANDAD, anagram for the talented and disciplined Huguenot leader Seigneur de Châtillon (15191572), a nobleman and admiral in the French Wars of Religion.
9
Mortality, the way of life.
2
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Insert before: …
This famine prophecy was mitigated.
Pertaining to 20th & 21st century. Reality & Truth.
116. Great changes, commotions, steel, plague:
Great ones greater will not be so many.
The small monetary fixes: lent, paid, counting,
On a contrary month, frost molests greatly.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to 9/11, the bombing of the twin skyscrapers in New York
City in 2001.
117. Severe frost, ice more than concord,
Widows, Vesta,1 fire, apologetic:
Games,2 frolics, joy, Mars to incite discord,
Through marriages good expectation. 3

Bombed in 2001

Insert before: …
Pertaining to religions.
118. For the greatest ones, death, loss of honor and violence.
Professors of faith, their estate and sect:
Diverse noise, decadence of the two greatest churches,
Evil neighbors quarreling, serfs of the Church being without a head.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the re-establishment of religions, 21st century, as a new beginning after the
Third Anti-Christ that pressures the Atom in seeking True North Principles to live by and
not by comfortability of science and technology exclusively.
119. Loss, great loss, and not without violence,
All those of the faith now tentatively more for religion,
The Greatest Ones will lose their life, their honor and substance
Both the Churches, 4 fault in their splitting.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the re-establishment of religions, 21st century.
120. For the two very Greatest Ones5 commencement, pernicious loss,
The Greatest Ones will cause loss: goods, of honor, and of life,
As much great noises will transpire, the urn6 very odious,
Great maladies to be, in meeting house, mass7 of envy.
1

Vesta, the judgment of Vesta upon the earth, such as sunspot actions upon earth for judgment upon earth
inhabitants.
2
Games, Olympic games yearly not to be disrupted is more the concern, not that this is an act of war.
Rushing home to watch the sports on TV throughout the week also implied here.
3
NOSTRADAMUS: The alliances are compromises made by the fox George Bush II.
4
Both the Churches, of the two greatest Churches, without a head.
5
The two very Greatest Ones, of the two greatest Churches, will lose their life.
6
Urn, teachings, system of beliefs, creeds.
7
Mass, church mass or liturgy.
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Insert before: …
Pertaining to the re-establishment of religions, 21st century.
121. The servants of the Churches will betray their founders,
By the undivided of the fields also of other founders:
Neighbors of meeting house and mass will quarrel amongst them,
Rumors, noises to grow, several1 appearance of death.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the re-establishment of religions, 21st century.
Pertaining to the time year 2000.
122. Abundance of all blessings, the earth will produce for us,
No noise of war in France, seditions put outside:
Murderers, robbers one will find en route,
People of little faith in upheaval, burning fever not found.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the re-establishment of religions, 21st century.
123. Between people a discord, brutal enmity,
War, death of great princes,2 several parts of the Italy:3
Universal plague, 4 more very Western,
Mock good and full times, very dry and exhausted.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the time year 2015. China takeover of the U.S. The year 2015 for automatic
updates on the majority of computers to send a message to Americans to surrender to
China.
124. The grains abound not too much, abundance of all other fruits,
The summer, spring humid, winter long, snow, ice:
The East in arms, 5 France gathers its strength,
Death of cattle6 much honey, 7 the place to the besieged.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to people at death become concerned over their judgment, year 2015-18.
125. Through pestilence and Fire, fruits of trees8 will perish,
Signs of oil1 to abound. Father Denis2 not scarce:
1

Several, religious sects.
Princes, Pope Paul VI killed in 1978. Assassination attempt of Pope John Paul II in 1981. Six Irish
Catholic civilians killed in Northern Ireland 1976.
3
Italy, Catholic Church.
4
Universal plague, child abuse by the clergy. The Catholic Church is called Church Universal.
5
The East in arms, ICBM technology is transferred by the Pentagon to China via prostitutes, psychics and
an ICBM group of religious endeavor.
6
Cattle, spirit of American people who have genocide practiced against them.
7
Honey, honey-tongue.
8
Fruits of trees, the gathered technology, factories and wealth of the U.S comes to naught when it is
without guardsmen to protect it.
2
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Some great ones to die, 3 but few foreigners will attack,4
Offense, Barbarian fleet,5 and dangers at the frontiers.6
Insert before: …
Pertaining to people at death become concerned over their judgment, year 2015-18.
NOSTRADAMUS: They finally see, of mistakes they made to waste a lifetime. They see
how they had balanced karma or not and see if they had gained in self-mastery.
126. Abundant. Rains very excessive, and of even blessings,
To be the just price of cattle, beliefs in a danger:
Hail, rain, thunder: people dejected in France, 7
Through death they will work,8 Karma people to punish.
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the re-establishment of religions, 21st century.
127. Arms, plagues to cease,9 at death of seditious ones,10
Father Liber11 though great, he will not too much be teeming:
Wicked ones will be seized by even more wicked ones,
Of France more than ever victorious12 will triumph.
Insert before: …
This famine prophecy was mitigated.
NOSTRADAMUS: This famine prophecy is not fulfilled, crops are imported.
128. Up to this month13 will the great drought endure,
For Italy and Provence,14 all fruits to half:
The Great One15 less of enemies16 prisoner of their band,17
For the rovers, pirates18 and the enemy to die.

1

Oil, Middle East oil is not scarce in year 2000.
2 Father Denis not scarce, for floods and tornados in Mid-America. St. Denis is the patron of France
indicating his patronage of a crop.
3
Some great ones to die, such as, President Eisenhower and Walter Cronkite.
4
Few foreigners will attack. Overtly but warfare is covertly
5
Barbarian fleet, barbarian tactics. Enemies are those through currency manipulation to take over Zion
America to come under the communists by a mission of the White House.
6
Frontiers, sending out a “surrender America” message through automatic updates on the American
computers in the China takeover of the United States.
7
People dejected in France, those who cannot see through the materialistic atheism of the 20th to 21st
century.
8
They will work, only at death, working with conscience.
9
Plagues to cease, one cannot blame troubles on pandemics but the sickness is for self-centeredness.
10
Seditious ones, priests of rebelliousness.
11
Liber, liberty. Having ideals of liberty in the U.S. are not enough, only works of God.
12
Of France more than ever victorious, those who live by Christ Principle or True North Principle.
13
Month, time cycle of the Mayan calendar cycle.
14
Provence, area in France agriculturally rich and on the coast for transporting.
15
Great One, the United States.
16
Less of enemies, enemies from elsewhere.
17
Band, those who “dance to their tune.”
18
For the rovers, pirates, globalization businessmen.
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Insert before: …
Pertaining to more than one event. 1
129. The enemy so much to be feared to retire into Thrace,
Leaving cries, groans, and pillage desolation:
To leave noise on land and sea, religion murdered, 2
Jovial ones3 put to route, every sect oppressed.
Not in Nostradamus’ time. 1500’s.

Ancient Thrace

Argentina — Founded 1816

Insert before: …
130. Death, flus, malady for young women,
From head center to the eyes misfortune for the unscrupulous merchants of land taking:
By sea4 miscalculate, seeds are bad. Wine mists,5
Much oil, too much rain, molestation of the fruits, war.
Insert before: …
131. Prisons, secrets: annoyances, discord between relatives,
They will give life, through evil diverse catarrhs:6
Death will ensue, habituated poison will cause concord,7
Terror, fear. Then great fear, traveling will release from pledges.8
Insert before: …
132. Prisons for enemies hidden and open,
For amoral1 enmity travel will not continue,:
1

Also to pertain to the Nuremberg trials after World War II that in secret meetings before the trials began
November 1945, Hitler was sentenced to be exiled to Argentina, Himmler and Goebbels were executed.
2
To leave noise on land and sea, religion murdered, the killing of 12 million Jews.
3
Jovial ones, the robot followers of evil. Nazis are one. The worshippers of Jupiter. Ignorant Calvin
Protestants. NOSTRADAMUS: In the Stanley Milgram experiments, it was found that the ones who
either had suffered over the evils of the gas ovens or those who held to teachings of the Judeo-Christian
faith were those who did not become puppets and marionettes to the forces of evil. The ignorant ones are
they that do evil by ignoring what is evil. It is the jihadist.
In the Satanic Bible, the first tenet is to “do anything as long as it does not hurt anyone.” Evil is done
in ignorance, he says, he does not adhere to any religious faith, nor of the Ten Commandments to either not
kill or not covet, and so, he will not be miffed for the gassing of 12 million Jews, and he is free to do this
according to his faith. This faith is of both the satanist also of Voltaire, Leibniz, Marx & Engels, Lenin,
Diderot, Hume, Dugald Stewart, existentialists such as Søren Kierkegaard, Madalyn Murray and the
atheists. It is not limited to writers of literature to go to the second death such as Darwin and Camus for
having caused the irreligion of others, it is a faith of atheism. Those found with this faith of atheism or faith
of irreligion at the Judgment of Souls Trial will go to the second death and not be able to go forward into
the next 74,000 year cycle.
4
By sea, globalization.
5
Wine mists, resultant of the imbibing of alcohol in globalization business meetings.
6
Evil diverse catarrhs, events or conditions to evoke sympathy for the Evil Empire of tyrants or
Communism.
7
Habituated poison will cause concord. It is for a win from assurance of a planned execution.
8
Traveling will release from pledges, globalization overseas agreements not honored for distance.
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Accord among three, secret dissention.2 Public feasts,3
Of the broken ruined. The water4 will end the quarrel.
Insert before: …
133. The enemies public,5 nuptials and marriages,
Death after. He6 has grown rich through the deaths:7
The great friends8 will show themselves in the passage,
Two sects speak jargon,9 begins with surprise to remorse later.
Insert before: …
134. Through great maladies, religion vexed,
Through the generations,10 and gifts of the Embassy:11
Goods of old fathers, gifts given to an unworthy one,
New law relaxed.12 Then King in good country.13
Insert before: …
135. From the father it appears to the son: Magistrates are severe,
From the great nuptials, investigating enemies: 14
Hidden but out front. Through the faith of slow ones,
The good friends and women against such grumblings.
Insert before: …
NOSTRADAMUS: Judeo-Christian Heritage. The Islamic religion has many errors and it is
not as well versed in Cosmic Law. One cannot judge quality of Light and Truth by
numbers of people conquered or claimed for educating, rather, truth must prevail. Other
than Christianity especially in the Second Advent Teachings’ form there is nothing close
for a comparison.
136. Through the treasure,15 the estate of the father found:16
Kings and magistrates,17 the nuptials, enemies:
The public18 malevolent, the Judges and mayor,
1

For amoral, the amoral differences between the West and the BRIC nations.
Secret dissention, dissension of three, among the Cabal, the Third Anti-Christ and his headquarters nation.
3
Public feasts, corporations having their celebrations of business-making.
4
Water, oceans.
5
Public, corporations.
6
He, Third Anti-Christ.
7
Deaths, of the mergers and changes.
8
The great friends, corportacracy.
9
Jargon, trade jargon
10
Generations, upcoming generations without the same standard of morality.
11 Embassy, nations organization meetings and globalization treaties.
12
New law relaxed, Executive Orders of the U.S. President’s Office.
13
Then King in good country, forecast of a King to arise in America. An Ogmios.
14
Investigation. For the West to come into alignment with the laws of an Atom.
15
Treasure, of Zion America’s heritage.
16
The estate of the father found, heritage discovered of True North Principle and Christ Principle, the
Judeo-Christian Heritage.
17
Magistrates, U.S. Supreme Court justices.
18
Public, corporations.
2
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Death, fear and terror; and the three Great Ones1 put to death.
Insert before: …
137. Again death approaches, of royal gift and legacy, 2
They will prepare for what might be, of their old age in ruins:
The young heirs in suspicion of no legacy,
Treasure found in plasters and kitchen.3
Insert before: …
Pertaining to the turning of events towards the next 74,000 year cycle in general.
138.The secret enemies will be imprisoned,
Kings and magistrates4 will hold there a safe hand:
The life of severally, 5 the health of an eye malady, nose,
The two great ones6 will go away very far at the bad hour.
Pertaining to Michel de Nostredame.
139. Announcements to his consciousness, of his nemesis,
For prelate their trip,7 recounts dream of the Great place uncertainty:
Fire and imperfection8 great one found in the oblique place, 9
Discovered by torrent new errors to come out.10
Pertaining to Michel de Nostredame.
140. The Kings and magistrates to pray hands together,
Maladies, one after another, as a whole the body swells greatly:
All through the loss of vitality and announcements, dying under control by this physician.
The public mourning, the Author all swelled up. Death.
Pertaining to Michel de Nostredame.
141. On his return from the Embassy, the King’s gift, put in place
He will do no more: he will be gone to God, with God’s blessing, thank goodness.
Close relatives, friends, brothers by blood,
He is found entirely dead near the bed and bench.
New Presage 1556-1
1

Three Great Ones, the three branches of U.S. government.
Of legacy, what generations find left for them to do.
3
Treasure found in plasters and kitchen, Nostradamus placed his quatrains in the wall of his kitchen for
safety. Includes Second Advent Teachings for the generations after year 2014. NOSTRADAMUS: 2014
is a turning point of substantial significance.
4
Magistrates, lawmakers. Includes lawmakers of martial law, citizen righteous vigilante groups, holy
ones.
5
The life of severally, life enters many new portentous cycles.
6
Two great ones, Cabal and the Third Anti-Christ.
7
For prelate their trip, the Church to visit him at his deathbed.
8
Imperfection, unfinished business.
9
The oblique place, Nostredame is not seeing clearly the heaven worlds yet.
10
Discovered by torrent new errors to come out, Nostredame had a vision of seeing his quatrains being
misconstrued greatly as other than of a literary, cultural and theology. A concise work.
2
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Pertaining to the development of spiritualism in America in the 19th Century.
Lepers unparalleled, hope of making a bend,
Spiritualism flounders.
Fashioning to prehistoric in Lyon,
A backdrop of significance for superstitions.
New Presage 1556-2
Pertaining to the adoption by the Americans of Relativism and Positivism under a free
State which was diabolical from the national identification with science and technology
and not thinking through its consequence of this meaning in practicing for its satanism.
You for your scientism, of scepticism, 1
To agitate, to cloud over, ink staining.
Proliferating in propaganda all of these problems
A gross and crass morality
Way of being— atrocious!

1

Relativism and Positivism sees no objective truth. He doubts truth in existence. Truth is dependent on his
own opinion, so he then has no motivation, inclination to try to discover truth or true science.
NOSTRADAMUS: A foretelling of the atheism in America a Christian country for the scientists in
America who promoted the Relativism and Positivism and would not recant as its original founder. The
nation America went forward in this wrong thinking of the separation of Church and State in the Atom.
Without a belief in God, you cannot even have a logical argument. You require recognizing the
existence of God, the order of the worlds. As you need to have a means to have logical reasoning, it
acknowledges the existence of God and order. And theology and the study of ethics, the placement of soul,
conscience cannot be proven through science. Yet these are laws which must govern man. And as the
authors of anti-Positivism, they would later abolish their theory, yet Americans have not.
What they said was that in the realm of science, you speak of measurable units with scientific
experimentation. However in the language of games, you do not apply the same modality in your
investigation of Truth using one game to describe another game. America is both hampered by its illogical
condition to constitute spiritualism to superstition and to take upon its creed as a nation, the false theology
of anti-God and anti-Christ of Relativism and anti-Positivism. Both are negative in an anti-ism and are
nihilism. Both must be relegated to satanism.
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